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Chapter I 

Introdifotiori 

A •. ·General sta~e~ent. of the :problem 

Adjustment of the individual to a complex world is ·a creative 

synthesis of many processes. Blood-sugar level1 ·body temperature, and 

even neurosis are all considered processes which aid the organism to 

maintain its integrity ani:tdst a continually changing l-rorld. It is not 
. . 

surprising that perception 'is illcluded.in the.roster or· those processes 

participating in ·the dynamic adjustment of the organiBm. to a sometimes 

threatening environment.· When an inimical stimulus approaches, perception 

is in the vanguard of the organism• s defensive array. Sharpe..Yling or 

levelling, focussing or overlooking, all or these can be considered as 

coping mechanisms. The .functionalism of the Darwinian period and the 

theories or the organismic school have strongly influenced contemporary 

theories of perception. 

Although some years ago the statement would have been hotly disputed, 

to s-ay now that needs may ini'luence perception seem.a almost platitudinous. 

Contemporary novels abound with insights tar beyond the scope of present 

laboratory investigations. To the psychologist of the 1950's these latter 

have attained roughly the status of classics. Little did the subjects in 

the Bruner and Goodman (3) study realize that generations of beginning 

psychology students would forever remember.them as "rich boysn and "poor 

boys. u Several obscene t;ords have been indelibly etched into the literature 
' - ' '.. ' ' 

0£ psychology by Elliot McGinnies (26). Yet there seems no necessity to 

adumbrate the list further. The number of experiments linking needs with 
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perception seems eXceeded only by the number of bibliographies and reviews 

or these studies found in the journals •. Helson (13), Allport (1), and 

Postman (42) provide relatively.· ~omplete· m.unmaries, of' the work to date.· 

. Yet it is patently obvious that 'the mecharnsms· Underlying the results 

are not at all clearly understood. There does seem almost unanimity on 

the point that needs influence perception but "how" and "whyn remain 

largely unknown. . Ad hoc mechanisms and descriptions masquerading as 

explanations ·have become distinctly unpopular•. The reification that· was 

prevalent has been replaced by ·a rather pale .parsimony~ 

The present study hopes to· examine two views on the infiuence of 

affect on perception. The first is the theory of autism or the movement 

of the cognitive processes in the direction of need satisfaction., This 

theory as developed by Murphy (36) and other workers has served as a 

bridge between laboratory investigations and some of the rich insights 

of psychoanalysis. It stresses that the molding of perception in the . 

drive-satisfying direction follows directly from the satisfying or 

frustrating quality of past perception. "One learns to perceive, think, 

or remember in this way·or that because such a ha.bit is satisfying, just 

as one learns to behave this way or that because such behavior is satis-

fying" Ol!, P• 364). There is stress also upon the satisfaction asso-

ciated with perceiving objects that have previously been associated w.i th 

reward or.pleasantness. 

Postman (42), on the other hand, sees no need for a principle of 

autism. He feels that the already established principles o£ frequency 

and emphasis· can account for the observed facts of motivationa1 selec• 

tivity in perception. In particular he raises the question as to whether 
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rewards exercise their elf eats through ne~d-re~u~tion or because they are 

emphasizers in Tolmari 1s (58) senaeo· · 

As used in the. present . paper, . the, term ''emphasis" represents the · 

enhancement· ot a Stimulus pattern. It cari· become brighter, larger, more 

vivid.- denser, better remembered, or more' resistant. to change., rJhen 

used in connec~ioi1With~ .fig\fre:..grouiid orga:n.ization, el!iphasia would imply 

a trend towards making one.aapect serve as figure more often· than another 

aspect does• As most ambiguous figures ordinarily. do not allow simul~ 

taneous .perception of both a1ternatives,.ertq)hasis could.thus concern the 

alternative first reported., or reported more often if reversals are fre-

quent • 

. By the term "autism, 11 we accept Chain's (5) definition as "the move-

ment of cognitive processes in the direction or need-satisfaction.« This 

can signify seeing rewarded figures more frequently than non~rewarded; 

seeing them as larger, brighter, or possessing any. of the characteristics 

included under the rubric of perceptualenpha.sis. ,When the concept of 

autism is used in connection with,i'igure•ground organization, it.would 

imply that the rewarding aspect of .a stimulus con.figuration would tend· to 

become figure while the non,,..rewarding would become ground. 

Tolman (59) 1 among others, speaks of shock as a "need a.rouser''· in 

contrast to money·whichis a "need-satisfier."· For most purposes,- this 

is a valuable distinction. It implies that the individual at any ·moment 

possesses many needs that are in effect and directing his behavior. In 

our culture, the need £or money £alls in this category.. ·When coins are 

presented to the subject., they woilld somewhat gratify this need, although 

they might very well arouse stronger needs for larger coins •. Here money 
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would be s-aid to-'furictioxi- as a need~aroriser,. which' bespeaks the difficulty 

of ·making this particUlar distinctiori'hold at· all'timet=i. 

With electric ·aho.ck;. the ta.sk of cl'atisil'ication is scimmrhat. easier. 

Few individuals poe'sess a need·!.£t shock; ·rather•they possess a dormant 

need to avoid shock whenever it appears~·' .Heri'ce, when applied, shock.· 

arouses these latent needs. This contrasts· With· money which iriitially 

fp::atifies -needs. The distinction is based ori ·the ri'eeds directing behavior 

at any given moment. Need~arousers.functionso as.to awaken dormant rieeds 

while need-satisfiers work to reduce · ten~ions operative at the time of 

their appearance. 

·Postman. cites a study by Cohn (6) in which there was suggestive 

evidence that both rewards and punishments tended to fnfluence recall 'and 

recognition of nonsense syllables. There· are also, the Bruner and Goodnian 

(3) results in mdch coins appeared lal'ger ·to subjects from underprivileged 

homes. Gilchrist and Nesberg (11) were able to demonstrate that positive 

goal object's were perceived as brighter, than· neutral 1 control- stimuli. In 

these studies we see evidence· of an· enhancement, or-· emphasis of rewarded 

objects. · However' Postman feels' that this would also be the case with 

punished objects.• That is, both rewarded and punished objects will attain 

figural characteristics when paired with neutral objects in an equivocal 

stimulus field. He feels that the: important, variable, is motivational· 

relevance rather than revrard or pleasantness. 

B. Plan of the study 

The purpose of the present study is to· investigate the effects of a 

reward on percepti0n.- as contrasted to the effects of a.relatively compa-

rable punishment.· Small amounts of money given and taken away in a game 



situation will.· constitute the rewards, and: punishments~ Monetary. rein-.. · 

forcements were.round to.be ·effect:bia·1n irifluencirig•·p'erceptiori"iri.•·studies 
by Scha.f'er and Murphy. (48), Jackson, (15) > Proshansky arid Murphy (43), 
Snyder. and ·Snyder, (.5.3), etc. : Utilizing ambigu0us perceptuil, situations 

perinit:ting the perception .of only one alternative, we are interested in 

which. aspect is perceived:·, 

a) when a rewarding aspect is ·pa.ired With a neutral aspect •. 

b) when a p\lnishirig a3pect_ is .. paired ~ti.th a ,neutral aspect. 

c) · when a rewarding· ·aapect· is paired with a. pUn:i.Shi:rig aspect·. · 

· The· first. section of the paper describes some of the background of 

the study •. some.attenipt,will be made to placethe·study iri perspective 

alongside two particular lines of ·thought; £irst;, the· ttNew Look" :percep-
) 

ti on studies,. and secoridly1· the emphasis ; or punishment studies . of the 

Tolman :approach. To 'review the entire literature in: both or these areas, 

uould require .more time and space than we are able to :devote to .the .task 

and appears to be Unnecessary since there are some very excellent -and 

complete summaries already available. Hence, we .will attempt to describe 

only the most pertinent :Investigation in each group. In the area or 

perceptual defense• for example,, the literature is so voluminous as to 

be overwhelming. To spel1-out these studies in detail would sene mainly 

to confuse issu,es rather than point towards the implications of the. re-

search. A final group or studies, .which are to be reported at somewhat 

greater length,, are those completed or yet in ,progress at The Menninger 

Foundation as part of the Perceptual. Learning Project. 

The next section tdll .be. dev·oted to several. relevant methodological 

issues. If. nothing else; the present stuey remains an investigation 
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based on some partioular.ll1ethodological departures from most need-percep-

tion studies. While· this may restrict gener8.lization to other such inves-

tigations, the decisions made. were all carefully considered judgments 

rather than· matters or· expediency. Whenever possible, the alternative 

methods were run as separate experiments so that the resUlts ·might be 

compared with those from the main study. In SUlll then, iihe defense of the 

particular procedures used; a·specialli those that depart . .from usual 

practice., will be found in the second section •. · 

. -. a. New Look Research and Its Anteaedants 

Luchins (23) referred to mu.ch o:t present-day need~perception research 

as "new 1ook. studiea.u By. this he intended to trace the roots of the 

" " approach. back to the work of the Wurzburg school.· · Here .Marbe, Aoh1 Kulpe 

and others had stressed the role of the set or prevailing state of the 

perceiver. Stimuli do not impinge upon naive and undirected subjects. 

More often than not, the perceiver possesses pre-established attitudes 

that determine what aspects of a situation he peraei ves and how he "Will 

react to them, Motives and goals not only follow from percepts;, they 

may also precede them. The subject ma.y be unaware of the directing 

force or these sets, but their influence was easily demonstrated in the 
If Wurzburg laboratory. 

These workers stressed the will or directiveness of the perceiving 
" ' organism. Kulpe maintained that thought-connections are activities of 

the self, ref erring to them as acts of consciousness. , This was in con-

trast to the passive spectator type or aasooiationist .approaches. Watt, 

in investigating thinking using specific tasks, talked of a period of a 

"search for answers" in which there is a direction of selection. This 
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direction tho· "determining ·tendency. n The ·Wurz burg· school described· the 

task as first·beirig:set-by the'lnstructioris of the ;eicPerfnieriter:(.Aurgabe). 

When the subject: consciously accepts these\ fnstrilctitina·; he~ develops task 

attitudes (Einstenun.genJ. 

The next period ot·· ~EU.ropean ·perception I'ese·arclf'i1as dominated by the 

Gestalt paychologists. '·:The experimental work"was :lrigeriioua;·: with the 

plienomen.ological: method given --its· widest·· scope~ The·· demonstration seemed 

to outsMne the ©:periment a.a· a· means of imparting;·intorniation and estab-

lishing principles. P~rcepti.on was: shown: to ·be. a matter· of': ·organization, 

o:r field forces tending towards equilibria: rather than' a' Static; unity of 

and-sums. Terms such as associationist or·conrtectionist.became rather 
, I 

invidious labels. ' The nelf' word was Hdynam:tc, ff the new llnit the ngest8.lt, ft 

and the new perceiver, the locus of· these forces. 

The views of Wallach '( 62) have especial relevance for the present 

paper. ·Following Ko££ka; he believes , that £igure~gro:Und · organization 

occurs prior to communication of trace with central factors• His is a 

two-stage theory of association,; a. process of' recall by similarity by 

which the present perceptual· process makes contact with the trace of a 

similar process 0£ the past J and secondly recall of a content associat.ed 

with this trace. He notes that the results from the Schafer-Murphy 

experiment are not compatible with this position and suggests that a 

replication with solid-color figures would not confirm their· results. 

Smith and Hochberg (52), investigating this queStion but using electric· 

shock as the reinforcing agent, .. obtained results which they felt supported 

the Schaf er position and indicated that central· factors influence the 
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· , 1Another influence On. present-day need perception·~tlieory ·Stems .from. 

America of the 1890• s :where. the functionalists were: entrenched ; at the 

University of Chicago. They were strongly influenced by the··work. of 

Damn and stressed the ad.apti ve nature of behaVior, man ts constant. · 

struggle for surv:tval.. ' Processes: were eJ¢andned .in. terms: of their utility. 

In place 0£ a simple , s.trlieturBJ.. analysis ot parts and their operation, 

questions of teleology . and purpose pervaded the literature. 

Later the influence of Freudian theory began to at.feet thinking: . 

about perception~ : Phrases such as . nun.conscious motivation n · and , 21basic . 

instincts•• crept :into the literature. .The psychology of perception was 

influenced accordingly. In the same sense· iri which slips o:f the tongue 
I 

or parapraxes were considered manifestations of unconscious impulses, so 

the same principle could :hold .for .auditory or visual misperceptions. · 

One began to talk· in· terms of .the person's seeing what he wanted to seeo 

Some later worke:rs spoke of perceptual distortions ·as .. ego defenses, or 

as methods .by which the individual. p:rovided himself with some mo~oum 

of substitute gratification. 

In Europe, work with the Rorschach blots underscored the role that 

personality factors played in organizing ambiguous stimuli •. ··Even., · 

innocuous sounding responses, hardly misinte:rpreta.ti.ons ·due to the lack 

or structure or the .stimulus materia1,- told ,the experienced worker a. 

great.deal about the individual. 

One of the first series of experimental studies set along thase 

lines was that carried .out at the Harvard Psychological. Clinic.; Murray 

(.37), in a. smal.1-sample investigation, .showed that .children' a ratings of 
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aggressiveness or; faces were ·strongly influenced· by playirig; "murder in 

the. dark. rt . Santord<(.47) worked. ldth· the; huriger drive and :used a variety 

of e,Xperimental techniques. He .tound .that'. i't'l. filling in iricompleted 

words· or interpreting, ambigii.ous p:tctures, : hUn.gry Subjects ·would give 

more food. responses than :hori•hungry. subjects~· .. :. This. stud.Ywa.s later ex• 

tended by McClelland. ·and his co .... 1forkers (25): {~hose reSulta differed 

somewhat front Sarii'ord' s) . in their' work rt.lth n.-ach .· (need~foi~-achievement). 
The rationale.of.the Thematic ApperceptionTest was derived largely.from 

psychoanalytic tlrl.nking of.the relationship between need, perception, 

and cognition. A,, \: ~· 

·In the early l9hO•s, a. series·ot studies was undertaken at The City 

Colleges of .Ne~r York that was to change the tack of .perception research~ 

even up to. the present time. This {WOUp of papers;, under the aegis of 

Gardner· P,furphy, underscored the point that learning to perceive :was a 

process similar. to learning other forms, or behavior, and that such 

lea.ming proceeds in a. goal-reaching, drive•satisfying manner.· . 

A groupo.f sme.ll~sample investigations showed that even.such matters 

as perceiving the length of lines, :the.weight of objects, or a £igure-

ground configuration, were :i.nfluenced by. the individual• s need•structure. 

Like all pioneer investigatioD:s; .there were raw.edges but recent years 

have produced further' experiments with elaborate controls.. One of these 

by Bruner . and Rodriguez (4), a replication of the Bruner and Goodman 

classic, involved such delicate counterbalancing or conditions that the 

authors we.re unable to interpret the results they secured,, 

The Schaf er-Murphy (48) study was later repeated by- Rock. and, Fleok 

(4S),usingdif.ferent stimulus conditions. They substituted a projector 
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for the \-Jhipple tYJ>e tachistoscope used by Schafer. Their resUlts failed 

to support those roti.nd..by Scharer.but both sets of investigators used,too 

fev1 subjects to warrant·· any ·generalization from 'their data. : Schafer used 

only five, while :RookandFleck.,. with good,futentions~,had.ended up.with 

only six {a.a·, several or their'. experimentaJ; group had failed to learn the 

names of the faces.}· 

' Jackson (15) later repeated both experiments ·an.d: concluded' that the' 

dif.£erenee in results' coll.ld. be a.ttrlbuted to. the changes' in procedure •. 

He f'elt that.' a sme11' atinnllus field was: more conducive to autistic organi-

zation than the larger . .field of .a projector. screen:. Jackson, 'used 12 I 

subjects in repeating· the 'Schaf er: study, and. found nine: moving in. the· re-

·warded' direction.· ·' · · , . 

Studies dealing· with perceptual. defense figure .prominently. among 

need-perception studies. Although these. studies seem to have declined 

in popularity,. as measured by journal space, the basic issues do·. not seem 

to have been, resolved. The .first important paper in the group was that 

by Postman, Bruner, and McGinnies. (39) who. demonstrated that value' con-

gruent words '(i.e., in areas corresponding to B' a inter·ests as measured 

by the Allport~vernon· scale) had lower; thresholds than· Value-negative 

words. They referred to ·the former process a.s sensitization and the 

latter as perceptual. defense •. McGinnies (27). has·since done a. series of 

studies in the hope of elarif'ying .·the result·s from the ·original study. 

Solomon and Howes (54) joined the battle under the bam.er: of association 

theory. · They hoped to prove that any effect cou1d be attributed to a 

frequency or fa.miliarity·variable. , Lazarus entered on the side of McGinnies 

as did Erikson and many ego-psychologists. Postman and Crutchfield (41) 
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hoped that the concept''ol:· "set" might rout the' defendersj yet finally 

eonceded that some residual variance remained that hsetn could not ex-

plain.' 

One important series o£'investigations'not'too relevant to the pre-

sent study, but deserving mention in even s.·cu.rsory·aurvey o£ need-percep-

tion research, is that carried out by Witkin (63) arid his associates. 

The authors related the findings from a variety of peroeptua1 tasks to 

projective test protocols. The results were remarkable in terms of the 

consistencies in per£orinance they f olind. 

Another group of need•perception studies is . that inspired by the 

thinking o.f' Rapaport (44) arid carried out by George K1einand his associ-

ates. This approach is based· ori a distiriCtion between energy. charge and 

discharge, between need and channel for need.•gratification. Needs a.re 

, seen as accumulations of ·tension. or energy seeking outlets. The organism 

in its course ot life has built up certain dela:y mechanisms, structures 

by which it is able to regulate the expression of needs in behavior. The 

system o£ controls is ilso known as the- ego. Klein feels that this con-

ception of ego has none of' the connotations of a honru.noUlus, nor is it 

synonymous with personality. "It is only a short-cut reference to the 

array and £unctions 0£ energy distributions deployed in disposal and 

discharge of tensions'* (17, p. 2). 

This model extends Freud's distinction between primary and secondary 

processes,,- where the primary processes are 11the actiVities of the psychic 

system aiming at a free outflow of the quantities of excitation (pleasure 

principle). The second system, by means of· cathexes emanating from it, 

effects an inhibition of this outflow (delay) 1 a transformation into 
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dormant cathexes1 probably with the rise of potential.!' (~1, ,P• 2). Klein · 

holds· that these. concepts of·prlinary and secondarY processes provide a 

broad.setting for a variety of forms 0£ control •. The defense mechanisms 

are seen as but, one tYPe rather than the prototype of; all forms or con- . 

trol.· 

Again, this conception·provides. a basis for expecting."a.nd explaining 

intra-individual consistencies in cognitive· behavior! It takes for granted 

that all f'oms of. cognitive process answer to la.wi3 of more general system~ 

principles. The model gives th~ concept of ego a central place in be-

havior.· It ·holds that needs are not expressed directly in behavior, but 

only with the permission. and direction of this ego •. Need is held to be .. 

essentially blind,, merely a claim upon the organism disposing it to some 

direction of discharge •. The function of cognitive controls is mod.ulationo 

Various predictions are made regarding. the ef.f ects of accumulations or 
energy and the buildq.ng up of "coUhter-cathectedtt organizations with 

their own energy supplies,~ independent of, their parent sources •. This 

parallels the models of co~temporary ego psychology in which the. ego be• 

comes autonomous of the id and super-ego, possessing its own libidinal 

charges. 

Our concern is with the type of predictions in the area of perception 

made by this approach• The point. that needs are not expressed directly 

in behavior ha.s some relevance for our work. Klein rejects the view that 

perceptual effects are inevitable consequences of the .stimulus qualities 

of' the need. He holds thaii a major consideration should be given to 

"inner consistencies in.a. person•s responses which transcend circumstances 

of need-arousal.rt ··These· have also been .called styles or modes 0£ behavior. 
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, Without question, these styles are 'of ·crucial imPortance .. in-many 

studies. The work" of' Gardner· (10) 'or more' recently ···o.t' Marrs (24); show 

the high, reliability' ·or various sorting behB.Viors, regardless 'of: the type 

of object sorted~. It would be: 'possible; although d:ti"ficult;, to overlook 

these consistencieairi perfonruince it one were to design an experiment 

testing the e.ffects 0£ need 'ori s'ortirig,, e~-g~,, ,-.thS"et£ects of hunger, on 

categorizing food and non-food objects. (one' lri:ight predict·· tewer:---food 

categories for hungry 'subjects.)· Yet the point, ·mu.st be' made that there 

is a· number or· ways in.·lmioh an· experinionter· can oontroi ·ror i!l.dividuat 

oonsistencies·:tn:euch'iui ezj1eriment~ ·ror·onethingj as auchbehavi'ors 

correlate highly With one another, he might mate~ experimental and con~ 

trol group in terms of sorting performance on another ta.·sk~ Again, he 

might test each subject before and atter need-arousal and use,: difi'erence 

scores to·measure the e££ecta 'of need. 

Klein would not deny that 'this can be done, but holds that such 

matching or individual ·control gives us very· li:tt1e inl:ormaM.on about 

the indiVidual. differences· themselves~ Though we might discover. that 

Group A differs from Group B, or individuals•a£terfromindividuals-be£ore, 

we are stilJ. in the dark as to ·why one S used 11 and 10 categories while 

another used: 18 and 17 ~ He feels the per.f ormance difference between the 

two individuals is of :greater psychological imp'ortance than the difference 

produced by the food•ne·ed. 

·Thia is a valid point," and it.is regrettable that more attention is 

not paid to intra.-group·variation1 rathe~ than ·simply to inter.:.group 

variation. The· f'ormer is usuG.lly called 0variable error"· and one hopes · 

that it is rolighly the same in both experimental a.rid control· groups. 
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However, :the· po:Ltit.:t'emiiins that manf.workers ·see value .in exrurJ.ning grouE· 

differences. and· Foup: trendsj ·"While .leaving' intra-group differences ·to '' 

randomization. or ~tching. ' .: ; . ' ' ' 

The. examination ·of inter.:.:group .:differences is: the approach of the 

present study •. •--~- choice wss ·not dictated by an. antipathy to the Rapaport 

and Klein -formulations. Hid we·'.b'een -working iti another area, we would 
i:~' ' . 

have been more than delighted . to pre-.select our Ss on the basis of prior 

performance •. The reSults of. Kleit1 and Salomon (18} eloquently testify 

to the merits of such a. procedure .• ·.Yet our situation was that we lr..new 

of no task that might separate auti%3tic.from non-autistic Ss. We repeat 

that· this does ~ mean that·. such. a. .. procedure i-rould ·not be successful in 

another. study. We only maintain that . since no procedure» enabling us to 

predict .present performance is now available, we· have seen fit to study 

group rather than individue.l .di£ferences. 

D. · Perceptual Learning Research -at .-The Menninger. Foundation 

. ·rn one sense, these investigations could have been described in the 

preceding section. They are not divorced from the mainstrerun or New 

Look research •. Yet due .to th.eir. especial: relevance for the present 

study~ it seems in order to discuss them. in .detail. These studies pro-

vided the matrix :tor tJ:ie present,.µivestigation •. 

· · Several of these were und.erts.ken jointly by the writer and .Ayllon. 

The ,first of these,, carried out in the tactual modality, employed a set · 

or three-dimensional reversible profiles· similar in structure to :the 

Schafer profiles. The i'nces .were painted, on plaster-of-Paris plaques 

with the center groove· identical for both the right-pointing and the left-

pointing face. The plaques are shown elsewhere (2). 
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. :First, eleotrio shock was associated' With a' particular\ ,color of 

light .and this light was later associated..ldth one or the. profile plaques. 

On. the whole the results ·were uniriformative except. for a. definite trend 

(12 v. 3, p < .05) for $$ rating .the· shock :as; ."moderately: unpleasant" or 

ttvery unpleasaritU to report the: punished :f'ace Oh their first response. 

Ss. who rated .the. shock.· as ttsJ..ightly .· unpleasantn ev.idenced a slight pref-

erence .£or the non"'"'ptmishsd face~. ; . ' . \ : ' ' 

Aa these results wOuld.be of.considerable theoretical.interest if 

confirmed, the· design was repeated except that a direct association. of 

shook with profile was employed, replacing the secondary. association .via 

the colored light. ·The results confirmed the first prediction, that Ss 

who rate the .shock as moderately or. very unpleasant, .would perceive the 

punished, face. in the post-test series. . The results indicated a non- · 

significant although suggestive trend by . Ss who rated the shock as 

"slight;Ly unpleasant» to perceive the ~,_punished. £ace.-

The next phase (55) was .to determine whether these results would be 

supported.if.another reixi.rorcing agent were used~ Possibly it would have 

been wiser t() repeat the shock study a third ,time. . On. the face of it 1 

there should be no .definite reason why the £ailur~ 0£ a. .replication with 

another reinforcing.agent should inti'Tln the,resulta obtained using shock. 

The study was. carried out using. an .unpleasant warble tone as punishment 

which turned out to ·be quite .different qualitatively from the shock •. Few 

Ss exhibited . the anxiety reactions. that were .found in the previous study. 

The results .were not very informative until the matter or association 

bett-reen tone .and faces was analyzed. , Of the 58 subjects used. in ·the .study, 

19 had not ·been aware that a particular face had been f'ol.lowed by a. tone 
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in the training series~ For :these ··ss ,· ·there , could be '~found no · Sti'ect, 

either in one direction .or the ·other~ However; £01.'- those Ser.aware of a. · 

connection between :race; a.rid tone, the 8.lerting reaction· was again found 

for·sa rating the sound··umoderately'' ;or· •tvety iinpleasant.n ·No preference 

for the non.punished ·face was evidenced by Ss rating "the 'tone ••slightly 

unpleasant~" 

.·In· sumnlary then, these results suggested to the emphasizing effect 

0£ negative reinforcement. The punishment,. however; "woUld have to be of 

great 'enough. 1ntensit:r to be·' effective (and/ as we.a· found iri the last· 

study, only when Sis aware.of .the affect-associated stimulus). These 

results supported. the position of Tolman. (58) who stressed that any 

stimUlus capable of arousing ·a.r.rect,- whether ·positive ·or negative, would 

.tend to emphasize stimuli that: it is· associated with. · .Yet ·the results 

conflicted with those of Smith and Hochberg (52) who found that ·aaso~ 

ciating the· Schaf er profiles with shock .resulted in. a preference for the 

non-punished face. · However 1 Ss in this study· were shocked 'during the 

presentation ,of' a. particular face while ii'"l the· Ayllon-.Sommer studies, 

they were shocked three seconds after the presentation of the face. 

Ayllon and, Sommer had .felt 'that shock· administered during the tracing 

process might interfere with the learriing 0£ the profile. Hence if the 

non-punished profile had bea11 · reported,' one might ·maintain · siniply that 

it was learned l:etter than the punished face. 

The writer's work with Ayllon brought forth a belief in a relation-· 

ship between pattern of action and intensity 2!. affect. 1v1ten discomfiture 

is minor, it is least efforb'for the indiVidual to ignore or overlook it. 

However when discomfiture becomes strong, it is ill the individua1' s interest 
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to focus on it. One cannot adequately cope with an inimical stimulus 

without first lmowing ·its locus or nature. Further pilot· work also 

suggested that when unpleasantness is so intense that the individua1 can-

not bring himself to focus on it, we would find withdrawal or utter dis-.. 

organization or action. The organism must flee the field at any cost. 

This is a £\lnctional theory of the effects of degrees of affect on 

perception. It does not· overlook or degrade the integrity of the indi-

vidualJ for the autism or emphasis does not follow directly from present-

ing the organism with an at.feet-charged stimulus. The individual assays 

the stimulus, judges its value or threat to him and his goals, and accepts 

or rejects the stimulus on this basis. The approach predicts that minor 

unpleasantness is· overlooked, strong unpleasantness is attended to) and 

intense unpleasantness may be strong enough to.disorganize the ego 

structure or put it to rout into fantasy or other forms of withdrawal. 

Sommer and .Ayllon ·. (56) later ran the same design used in the shock 

and sound studies, b~t presented quarter-dollars whenever a negative 

reinforcement had been used previously. The results disclosed that the 

group rewarded for a particular face gave more responses to that face in 

the post-test series. This.result wa~ hardl.y Su.rprising in view or our 

past studies, snd leaves unanswered the question of whether it was the 

money as a need ... satia:f'ier or the money as a source of affect (emphasizer) 

that produced the effect. 

Researches by other members of the Menninger staff are also pertinent. 

Snyder and Snyder (53) clearly demonstrated .that small monetary rewards 

were able to affect the perception of words presented simultaneously. 

There was a significant preference for words ~poken by the rewarded voice. 
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.Although there.is-no doubt that the effect reported is .. genu.ine, the factor 

responsible £or it remains unspecified. One is not sure whether it is 

the rewarding· of the voice or the rewarding 0£ a partic\llar content (or 

both). that produces the .effect, as the experimental Situation invol Vf:ld a 

rewarding or both content· ~- voice during the. training series. This is 

not a serious criticism, or even a criticism, but simply.a heuristic note 

that a. further study disentangling voice and content is necessary. 

· A,study by Si.inpson. (51) showed that some aspects of performance in 

an aniseikonic. lense situation were ·affected by pleasant or unpleasant -

music. 

Sommer and Ayllon also undertook. some minor studies,-·· cues from which 

provided the impetus for. the present studies. The findings were chiefly 

of methodological. value, but are listed in the hope that they can assist 

other workers. 

Phonograph records were used as rewards with: the three-dimensional 

faces. Despite continual reassurances that they would be allowed to keep 

them, the subjects remained dubious to, the end. Six of the nine Ss dis-

covered the identity 0£ the pro.file lines. 

Candy was used as relvard with the three.dimensional plaques and 

children as subjects. Four of the seven Sa discovered the identity of 

the profile lines and only one or two seemed interested in the candy. 

It would seem that. the sole .reason the quarters were effective in 

the last study with the plaques was that this session had always been 

preceded by a procedure reported in the main part of this thesis, namely, 

that all Ss had now learned that they were going to win and actually,. keep 

the money. Also 1 the present procedure made the winning of money seem. a . 
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reward' for a 'skillful. performance,' and undoubtedlf possessed this secondari 

reward' value in the Ayllon study" where no skill '0£ s.ri.y 'sort· was requiredo 

· < E.· ' Em!'hasi:s · Approach· 

The present : study has been· strongly· influenced· by some· early work of 

Tolman's (58)~ In·1932, along with Bretnall and Hali he published a 

memorable paper, "A disproof of the law or: .effect· and a sU.bst:i.tution or 

the laws of emphasis, motivation, and disruption~" At the· 'time· the re-

sults seemed as controversial as the title. ·He argti.ed that·accordwg·to 

the law of effect, ·as then understood, shocking for wrong re~ponses· in a 

stylus maze should result in better learning than shocking for right 

responses. He did not find thi's. Instead, the shock-right group learned 

more rapidly than the shoclc..:.wrong·· group~ The same reSUJ.t was apparent 

when only a. bell was used (and· aJ.so £or another group with whom the bell 

was used in ccnjunction with the shock)~ Tolman explained this on the 

basis of the shoe.le and bell 'worldng as emphasizers of wrong responses. 

This would tend to counteract their e££ects as things to be avoided. The 

shocked items "stood out" for the subjects. · 

This is the essence of the emphasis thesis. To use a homely example, 

let us assume that a man in a green suit· rushes up and ·strikes Mr. A. 

while lfa-. A. is strolling leisurely ·along. ·Thie happens on three separate 

occasions. Some time later, Mr. A.· approaches the boulevard and, in the 

crowd, we find the man in the green suit. Would not Mr. A's eyes focus 

on this i"igure almost immediately? We ·seriously doubt that there would 

be an autistic overlooking of this significant ·figure.· One does not have 

to assume masochistic motivation to ·explain such behavior. How is one to 

avoid unpleasantness, to protect himself from danger, if he does not attend 
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to where it .:rid.ght. be preserit? ·Hence· in the Tolmari. experiment we find Ss 

learning· the .location. of· the· sources of shock. Following this· line or 

thought,· when these shocked .portions happen to. be correct· turns on the 

maze, .. the l.earriing: of the. maze is· more·· rapid· than. l~hen ·they· are wrong 

turns. • The shocked· portions stand out £or the subject. The· S finds that 

learning in line "with emphasized portions of a maz·e is easier than learn• 

ing·inl.ine With non~emphasized portions. In the shock-right condition 

he can simply attend to the most vivid portions of the field, (That 

punished aspects are more vivid than non-punished was foU11d in (2). and 

(5S~.· In both ·studies, Sa rating the punishment as moderately or very 

unpleasant remembered the punished £ace most vividly •. ) 

·Tolma.n•s investigation.was·£ollowed-up by a series of studies by 

Muenzinger and his co-workers at the University of Colorado. Factor after 

factor was varied in an attempt to partial out the relevant variables. 

With one exception, the studies used rats as Ss and the . results from each 

study were used .as base lines £or comparison with the data from succeeding 

studies. 

The first· two·.·studies (27~ 28), established .that electric shock func-

tioned so as to accelerate learning.- The· next study (29) substituted an 

electric buzzer for the shook. This was thought to possess the same dis-. 

turbing quality as the shock but without any pain to the animal. The 

results indicated that the buzzer signal was not as ef£ective as the 

shock in accelerating learning. It also made very little difference 

whether the buzzer accompanied the right response or whether it accom• 

panied the wrong response. 

· In the next study (30), using the same T-shaped discrimination box, 
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one group of" rats was shocked be£ ore they "l~eached the point of choice · 

-while another group was shocked. a£ter they reached it. The results indi-

cated that as eomparedWith'no'shock at all.,. the adin:i.nistration of shock 

before the point of Choice does not accelerate learning, whereas shock 

following learning does so·~, p 'ThEj amount of acceleration was similar when 

both ri~1t and wrong responses t-vere sho eked as when either one al.one was 

shocked. 

Muenziriger· concluded that· the question of whether or· not the acceler-

ating £unction of shock is'. due· to· a ·startling). disturbing,, or sha.king•up 

effect seems to be definitely answered in the negative (since shock ad-

ministered before choice did not decrease errors or trials.) This con-

clusion was also supported by the results from the buzzer experiment· 

described above. 

The rationale of the· next study attempted by·Muenzinger seems a 

trifle vague but· his resu.1ts. more than justified undertaking it. In 

place or the electric grid that had, been used, or the buzzer, the animal 

was forced to jump across a gap in the floor to run the :maze. He found 

that nthe effect of making the animals jUlnp a.cross a gap in the noor in 

the riglrh and· wrong alleys is the· same. as · gi v:lng .· them a moderate electric 

shock in either alley or both. In· other words,, a ga.p i..'1. the floor after 

the point or choice is an accelerating factor as strong as electric shock 

given after choice. On the· other hand, a gap in the floor before the 

point of choice has as little effect upon learning 0£ficiency as shock 

before choice. 11 (31, p. 101, Italics mine.) 

The next study (32) is chiefly· of interest because of a. 1very cogent 

analysis oi" the theo1•etical implications of studying "the relative value 
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of reward a.nd punishro.ent. u This does not concern us at· the moment,., and 

we hope to treat it in detail in a. later section. The results: of: the 

pai--ticu1ar stuey indicated that shock-escape tension produces a higher ' 

learning efficiency than hunger-£ ood tension. When the two; motivating 

conditions were combined, no summation of effect. was found. ·The effect 

proved to be equal to that of the stronger factor in the· co1nhination. 

: The next study (.3.3) seems to be the most ima.~-D.ative ·and ingenious 

of the group •. Muenzinger reasoned that the gap ili. the noor and the 

shock had in common that both produced situations where the ·an:tmaJ.. would 

pa.use at the point of choice. Bo·th were characterized by· an obstacle 

(the electric grid and the gap, respectively) in the choice alleys which 
,I 

was not presen·l:i i11 either of the. studies (buzzer and hunger alone) where 

no accelerating effect upon learning was £oundo This led Muenzinger to 

inquire whether a mechanically enforced pa.use at the point of choice 

might not produce the accelerating effecto The results con.firmed his 

expectation and he concluded that the relevant f aotor was the pa.use before 

the point of choice, which is responsible for increased learning effio-

iency. 

However, in regards to the disruptive efrects £1 .. om electric· shock,,. 

a recent study by Kohn (19) showed that ability to learn a detailed picture 

varied inversely with the amount of stress. Perception was least ef fi-

oient ln1en a picture was studied in a situation involving threat or elec-

tria shock. Perception was most efficient when the picture was studied 

in an environment involving low emotional intensityo Kohn was also inter-

ested in the particular type of item attended to under stress conditions. 

His oriento.tion, based heavily on the ·work of Muenzinger, holds that in 



threat situations: 

"the individual. seems to focus most of his available 
attention upon the relevant, important 1 or threatening aspects 
of the situation. Rather than dissipate attention over the 
entire behavioral field, the most realistic method of dealing 
with the situation is to concentrate upon the important as .... 
pects. In driving under difficult conditions, for example, 
the span of attention tends to be restricted to the road and 
to the traffic upon it. Under conditions of stress, a pro ... 
oeas which might be termed experimentally' induced "tunnel 
vision u seems to occur 1 such· that the perceptual field is 
constricted or narrowed, and the scope or span· of behavior 
tends to be restricted to those elements l-rhich contribute 
most to the direction of behavior, or to those elements 
which appear to be the most threatening"" (19 1 p. 290). 
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This thesis is supported both by Kohn' s data and also the results of the 

Ayllon-Sommer study where Ss reporting the shock a.s moderately or very 

unpleasant reported the punished face in the post-training series. 

However, Verville (66) did not find that prior success or failure 

significantly influenced the perception of figures similar to the Street 

Gestalt Completion.Test. Her results do not conflict with those of Kohn 

and other workers if it is noted that they had shocked or threatened to 

shock Se during the particular performance while her reinforcements had 
1 

occurred prior to it. (It is interesting to note the lack 0£ effect in 

this and other studies when reinforcements are given before the perform-

ance.) 

_ Vaughn and Diserens ( 65) noted that particular changes in reaction 

patterns accompanied increases in intensity of punishment. This parallels 

the findings or the Ayllon-Sommer study although Vaughn and Diserens de-

fined intensity of punishment physically (in terms of voltage used) rather 

than phenomenally (in terms of S•s report of experience). They feltr 

An increase in the intensity or punishment created a readi-
ness and an eagerness to react that was not typical for the 



·preceding· intensity. This condition was especially notice-
able under the severe punishment. The· readiness and eager-
ness to react~" howev:er,· was' .followed by 'different·: procedures. 
The , subjects· who responded more quickly as the puniShment · 
was increased'apparently.directedtheir: et.forts toward the 
method ·of ·escape· from prolonged pllnishment•·· Their attention 
was directed toward withdrawing the stylus as soon as the 
shock, was f el_t. Other subjec·ts reported that, although they 
wanted· to: avoid the punishment1 they were so concerned with 
the physical·'.pain: :and the anticipation of it that: they for-
got what:.to do (6S, P• 61) • · 
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Later they conclude that "increases' in intensity of punishment are 

accompanied in general by increases in the number of ·entrances into blind 

alleys, u .And later "the averages show that the subjects require more 
' . ' . 

time to run the mazes as the intensity of the punishment is increased. n 

Taken at face value,, one ?night infer that these results support the 

position that shock inhibits learning~· However, one would thereby 

neglect the increment in readiness and eagerness.to react in the shock 

situation.- Attention was found to be vastly increased in this condition. 

Most present-day authors see no essential contradiction between 

Tolman•s experiment and Thomdike' slaw of effect. Woodworth and 

Schlosberg ( 64) point out that a better example o.f inf orma.tion given by 

a painful stimulus occurs in ·Pavlovian c:lassical conditioning. In one 

such experiment,· a strong ele'ctric current applied to a. dog• s skin be-

came an e.fi'ective signal of meat powder to come. The ·usual defensive 

reaction to the shock dropped out and instead the dog turned toward the 

food and began to salivate. The authors point out th~t if we consider 

that the shock began to '•mean" .food to the dogJ this study is similar to 

that by Tolman,, et al. Although it· would seem more precise to speak in 
{ 

terms 0£ the shock ·as a signal for food rather . than ".meaning" food, which 

implies.it !unctions as a symbol, the folloWing analysis seems quite 
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In their (Tolman et al) punchboard maze the ,subject: .needs 
information as to whether he has made a correct or incorrect 
response at each 'choice 'point. - lie maY be -·told '"Right•• 'or '. 
"Wrong" after each choice, or he may be i?lstru:cted iri advance 
that a bell will ring after each choice to signify "Right"~ 
or that it jrill mean "Wrong. " The shock was made as . strong 
as the individual was lrilling to take. According to the law 
of effect, as then understood, this punishment £or Wrong · 
should hasten l'ea.rning, while punishment f'or Right-should 
retard it. But the reaults of the experimenters cited, and 
also, of Muenzinger ·and others, show that it makes little:. -
dif.f erence whether the shock means right or wrong. The subject 
gets equal information in both cases, and hie behavior :is 
dominated by the desire to succeed and get through with the 
task (64, P• 689). . 
Jones (16) in a similar exper:i:ment showed that the use of (pleasant) 

lights and (unpleasant) vibrations as cues to indicate correct responses, 

did !!2! reliably decrease the nUlnber of errors in learning a -stylus maze. 

He concluded that "the degree to which the cue stimuli were 'liked' or 

'dislikedt was found to bear no relation to average time, average errors, 

or to the course of the learning curve. No gain can be expected from 

'sugar coating• a correct response, by providing a supplementary pleasant 

experience to accompany the response." 

This conclusion may well be valid when the pleasantness or unpleasant-

ness is so minor as to be even trivial, but Jones' experiment has little 

relevance for. cases in which the rewards or pum.shments are meaningful and 

important to the subject. This is not to belittle the et.feet of cognitive 

satisfaction that may result .from solving a task or puzzle. Bridge, for 

example, is too popular a game to maintain that such pastimes- are not 

pleasurable unless accompanied by monetary incentiveso· 

In referring to the Tolman experiment, Dashiell (9) -commented that 

"we have l,.et ourselves be surprised at this •shook ·right' phenomenonJ but 
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the surprise is due to our having emphasized the worlj 'shock' and not the 

word . •right.; t tt. Osgood (38), points out that all of the powerflll inoti ves 

in the phrase· ttdoing what· was expe ct,ed 0£ uatt: were on the side 0£ learning 

the lfright" path and these would appear to be of greater ·i;:;trength than 

the temporary discom£iture- from the shock._ 

Osgood also supplies a Hullia.n explanation,,- ·that it. is the cessation 

of punishment that. is reinforcing. To the question of what the pairi. re-
duotion strengthens most, he replies: "the responses immediately preceding 

the pain reduction, which in this case were the 'right' responses." To 

the further question of why people usually learn to refrain from doing 

things that are punished, he answers that ''stimuli that antedate the pun-

ishing state or affairs become conditioned to anticipating punishment 

reactions (anxiety), and avoidant responses which escape punishment a.re 

•lihen reiritorced by anxiety reduction .. ft 

In essence then, one of the roots of the present study can be·traced 

to Tolman• a concept of emphasis. There have been many allusions in the 

literature to the use of punishment to enhance stimuli, but there have 

been few published studies that have attempted it in the area of percep-
' tion. Postman {42) ,cites an inconclusive study by Cohl).,. bu·t this is one 

o.f' the .f'ew ,the vrrit·er is . acquainted lrl:ch. In m~y of the perceptual de-

rense,studies, the shock, obscene words, or other negative reinforcement 

were associated with stimuli in such a fashion as to produce a disruption 

effect., Thia has been something the present writer has always strived to 

avoid. The Ayllon-Somm.er investigation used only five administrations of 

the shock in the aeries of trials and these were given three seconds after 

S had traced the plaque. The present study used monetary rewards which, 
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for better or for 't-torse, did not produce terribly strong states of' moti-, 

vation. The Ss were involved .in . the procedure, to be mire, but few 

evidenced anything that might be called an anxiety reaction •.. , 

It would be difficult to predict in what ways our .results would dif-. 

fer from a study using dollar bills as rewards· or painful shocks as pun-

ishments. Our guess, on the basis of pilot and other s"l:.udies, would be 

that Ss given dollar bills would not believe they lvere actually to keep 

them. The Ss receiving electric shock would probably show the emphasis 

effect found vrl:ch the three.dimensional profile plaques. 

The relevance of S's motivation to our discussion.of erraphasis.theory 

should be evident. Enhancement of a. stimulus should only be propo~ionata 

to Sst involvement with the reinforcemento .A. triv:i.al need should not be 

expected to enhance a stimulus as xn.uch as a strong need. This seems 

platitudinous but its significance for our results will be apparent later. 

The point is clear that emphasis is not an all-or-none affair •. There are 

degrees of enhancement; an emphasis approach should predict that enhance-

ment varies.positively with amount of affect aroused by the reinforcing 

agent. 
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· · Methodological a?lcl Conceptual. !ssues 

A~ Concepts of .figure and ground 

The concepts of .figure-ground and perceptual organization are of 

theoretical a.i1d practical importance for the present paper. We are 

measuring the effects o.r a reinforcing agent on certain stimulus patterns 

in terms or emphasizing designated areas. \Vhether one considers this 

perceptual change is of course a function of onets definition of the 

term. The writer is inclined to go along with either Coutu (7) in his 

characterization 0:£ perception as "giving a stimulus a meaning" or 

Murphy (34), with perception representing 11the interpretation of a 

stimulus.tt 

In ~he present study, S is tachistoscopically confronted with a line 

drawing and must organize it into the head of one or the figures he has 
\ 

previously seen (Ma or Louise, Sailor or Devil). The drawing, unknown to 

S1 had previously been an integral part of two distinct figures, so there - -

are alternative correct organizations. ucorrectn in this sense refers to 

the part having actually been included in a particular figure during pre-

vioua trials. 

The use of this type of figure raises several methodological problems 

that will be trea.ted in more detail later. The one we will briefly mention 

at this point concerns the stability of the particuJ.ar organization S 

chooses to make. His percept (as measured by bis report) may remain the 

same even throughout an extended series of trials o That this phenomenon 

is not confined to the present investigation can be made clear by noting 
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that almost all published investigations using such figures have alluded 

to it. Rubin himself pointed out that a regi.on previously seen as .figure 

will tend to be seeri as figure again upon, S"t+bsequent trials. Leeper1 s 

(22) data clearly demonstrated that those Ss who had perceived Boring's 

wi£e figure in, one session, overwhelmingly perceived it during a later 

session; while t~ose who perceived Boring's mother-in-law also reacted 

in the same fo.sh:lon. Schaf' er (48) made reference to a consolidation 

phenomeno~ in which, arter approximately 16 exposures.to the ambigu9us 

two-profile set, S would invariably respond with one particular name. 

Schafer felt that this consolidation cast doubt on the relevance of later 

responses for his hypothesis. Rock and Fleck (45) also reported this 

stabilization and suggested, in p1ace of giving each S 32 post-test 

trials, that na. better, though practically infeasible, procedure would 

be to give, .say, 100 Ss each one trial wi~h each ambiguous situation in 

order to avoid the contaminat:lng effect .of early presentations of a,m.,.. 

bigu.ous figures upon subsequent ones" (li5, p. 775). . This point of the 

greater r~evanoe of the first response will be .treated extensively later. 

Our point now concerns the stability of the organization that S makes 

during his first response. Some data that ldll give an ,idea of the 

extent of the phenomenon were . obtained in two studies, one prior to the 

present investigation, one £ollowing it, The studies used five and 

three post-test trials, respectively. The distribution of scores showed 

that the majority of Ss, once attaining a particular organization, re-

fused to abandon it. This performance should.not be described .in 

invidious terms as their organization is certainly objectively ncor:rect," 

and not maladaptive in any sense. There are those who nrl.ght feel that 
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such a performance can be considered "rigid" and that it would be far 

healthier it S shifted, during repeated trials, from Sailor to Devil and 

back several timeso We cannot accept this position which can be con-

sidered similar to the labeling or Sa employing the ttlong solution n on 

the Luchins «water-jar problems" as "rigid." 'Leavitt and Zelen (20) in 

£act found no decrease in solution time for Ss employing the "long method" 

against those employing the nahort methodtt of solution. Scheerer (49) has 

pointed out that Ss who employ the 01ong solution" were those who had 

abstracted a principle from the set problems arid then utilized it iri 
solv.i.ng the other problems. The "short solutionn Sa in many cases were 

those who were unable to find a 'principle for solving this particular 

class of problems. 

It should also be noted that the figures used in the present study 

differ structurally from those employed by many other investigators. For 

one thing, they are deliberately personalized by being endowed with names 

(possessing stereotypes and a multiplicity of prior associations) and are 

presented tachistoscopica.lly. The latter point requires us to mention 

that the electronic tachistoscope illuminated the stimulus field in a 

bright light at a duration that was more than adequate for Ss to get a 

clear view oi' the stimulus field. The use of tachistosoopic exposures 

almost precludes the spontaneous involuntary reversals that occur With 

the Necker cube, Shroeder staircase, or even the Scha.fer-}fu.rphy profiles. 

On the other hand, there are many Sa unable to £ ashion the alternate 

organization from the ambiguous Sailor-Devil, even with inde£inite ex-

posure or the figures. The use of proper names, especially when they are 

so stylized and affectively charged, undoubtedly contributes to the 
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stability of the original percept. 

It also becomes apparent that "reversal" :ts not altogether the best 

term to describe a change ~n percept., 'When one does change with these 

figures, he makes a mouth out of a line that he had. previously used as a. 

moustache,. a nose out of an area that had previously served as an eye, or 

a beard from an area that had been a neckerchief. The process might more 

aptly be termed one of "reorganization" than of 0reveraal." 

The type of performance used by Sis probably similar to that found 

with the Rorschach blots; i.e., S integrates a stimulus pattern into his 

repertoire of past percepts. Both sharpening and leveling of· differences 

can occur, in addition to th~ Gestalt lat"Ts of organization. If one· asks 

an introspective mid sophisticated S whether he actually 0 seesn ·a bat on 

Card I, he might receive the reply "! see an· inkblot that has the general 

shape or a bat, and more nearly·resernbles a bat than aything else I can 

think of at the moment. You asked me to tell you what it· might look 

like, ~d it looks to me more like a bat than a duck; a house, people, 

or books.st 

As the present study· concerns itself entirely with a particular type 

of change in perceptual organization it may be in order to devote some 

space to the classical concept and literature of figure•ground. It would 

seem fruitful to place performance in the present study in its proper 

perspective alongside that found in other tasks, e.g.:,, Street figures, 

Rubin drawings, Kobler cross, etc. 

Rubin listed the phenomenal di.ff erenoes between figure and ground as 

i'ollowa: 

The !igure has form, the ground is relatively formless, 



or if the ground has form it .is due to some other figuration 
upon it and not to the contour separating it from the fig.:. 
ure; the· ground. seems·· to. ·extend· continuously behind the fig-· 
ure and not to be interrupted by the figure; thus the figure 
has· some or the character of ._a t.hing,_ whereas the ground 
appears like unformed material; the figure tends to appear 
in .front, the ground behind; the figure is more impressive, . 
better remembered and more apt to suggest meaning (46, 
p •. 6.30). .. . . . ... . .. 
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Gestalt psycho1ogists developed his concept more .f.Ully and added smne 

further. properties· of figure and· ground. In appearance ·the figure has 

form, contour,· rnore organization, more color,, more compactness. Contour 

has a different function :for, figure than it does for ground; ,i.e. "one- .. 

sided function of contour." .·· In terms o£ ·.functional differences, the fig-

ure has more density of energy, is more stable, more resistant to ,change. 

Difference threshold is higher for the figure. The. figure will be seen 

as more homogeneous (e.g •. a shadow on the figure will be less easily 

noticed than a. shadow on the ground.o) Critical flicker fusion £reqµency 

will be less for figure than for ground. Parts of the figure are more 

easily assimilated, more likely to be seen as of equal color, and the 

parts tend to be seen as the same. 

" In a Kohler cross figure, the vertical-horizontal cross will be 

favored, and if' the ,crosses are of unequal size, the one with narrower 

arms will tend to be seen as figure. Some other factors determining 

figure: . closure• enclosed :regions tend to be seen as i'igure; articula-

tion- more differentiated regions likely to be seen as figure; regular-

ity- symmetrical regions tend to be seen as figure, assymetrical as ground, 

experiential factor- if a region has previously been seen as figure, it 

will tend again to be seen as figure. 

Goldstein (12) maintains that every process in the nervous system has 



the character 0£ a figure-ground process. Any given 'process presents, in 

a circumscribed area, a· fo1"lll and L"ltensity differing from the state pre-

vailing in the rest of'. the nervous system. ·Processes in the given area, 

he designates ".figure;, n process~s and states in the rest of .the body, he 

. terms . ttgro~dtt !'or this perf'orlt'.ance. Goldstein reels that we habitually 

commit the error of attending.to the .figure and ignoring the ground of a 

performance. He feels tha.t the two are interrelated; 11neither can be 

properly evaluated tr.i..thout the other." :Every change in background pro-

duces some ei'f ect on the figure. 

In cases· or brain-damage, the ability of the individual to separate· 

figure from ground is often impaired. Goldstein has listed some 0£ the 

£orms this disturbance can take: . 

. Defective figure-ground formation can manifest itself in 
various ways: in the leveling of the difference betwe.en fig-

, µre and ground; in an impaired preciseness of the, figure; in 
the appearance of performances which correspond to so-called 
"general" reactions; in a preponderant effect of the environ .. · 
mental stimuli on the figure ·.rormation; in the lack 0£ stabil-
ity and of. closed configuration of the internal processes; in 
the f orrnation of simpler figures which show impoverishment in 
content; in the.instability 0£ the figure, and therefore in a 
tendency to inversion of figure and ground; and finally in the 
uncertainty as to which. is figure and which is groll.n.d (12j p. 151) .: 

In .terms o:t .figure-ground research with normals, there have been· 

several dif.ferent approaches. Some Gesta.l.t psychologists have varied the 

stimulus patterns themselves; e.g., increasing the luminosity of the 

" ground,. coloring the arms of the Kohler. cross, .etc. Ano·ther· line of re-

search emphasizes a change in the set or the subject rather than of the 

stimulus pattern. A remarkably conclusive study by Leeper (22) is prob .. 

ably the best example· of this approach. He f'ound for a large group of 

Sa that previous experience with only one alternative of the Boring 
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figure resu1ted in almost unanimous perception of this·: alternative 'When 

the ambiguous ·version was presented. He ·also demonstrated ·that verbal. 

sets were e.f:f'ective (tellL"'lg 'Ss ttYou will now be shown a picture of a. 

young woman· looking ··to·. the· left ••• n) but •the. results were; not as . striking. 

He later f'ound that· the effect' persisted :over· a two-week period by· sud- · 

denly interrupting a class period and showing the ambiguous figure. He 

.found that those w~o previously saw the Mother, saw her again, ae those 

who had seen the wife saw the wife age.in. on this basis, he concluded 

that what was operating i·ras not nset, u but rather sensory organization. · 
u n 

Hochberg (14) 11as worked with the Kohler cross in terms of Kohler' a· 

satiation theory. He found that fixating on a black. or a. white cross 

can·· satiate the figure in a reversible perspective (i~e. it will be· seen 

leas frequently than a non-fixated figure. This follows the predictions 
ff 

made from Kohler' s. theory of polarization of ·neural traces in the· brain 

field. J 

Finally there is the research of the nnew Looktr investigators involved 

in assessing the influence of motivation of figure-ground perception. 

Owing to the· especial relevance of this research for the present study, . 

an entire section was devoted to it. · 

In summary then, the perceptual task used in the present·study in ... 

vol ves the organization ·of a set cf lines into one or two ·previously seen 

figures. From introspective reports, :there seem several types of perform-

ances used. ·One entails seeing a da.rlt: area, calling it a ·beard, and 

easily fashioning a devil ts head from the remainder of the figure. A 

second involves an immediate impression or Devil and then "defendingu the 

percept by noting the goatee, the grin, the µ.air, etc. One wonders if 
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this second perf'ormance ia not also a constructed, inferential percept 

(i.eo, without S realizing it, he constructs his devil from particular 

cues). In any event, we ·must still a.sk why S interprets a particular 

black patch as a beard and not as a sailor' s neckerchief. And at this 

point, we must reluctantly postpone the discussion until later pages. 

The purpose of the preceding section was the understanding in some degree 

or the type of perf'ormance involved in calling the .figure "Devil" rather 

than "Sailor," uMa" rather than "Louise. n The answer we hope to give 

will be couched in terms or motivation theory and· affect rather than the 

structure of the stimulus con.figuration. This is ~ to say that the 

characteristics of tha stirmilus field are or no i.mportaricie. Had the 

ambiguous figures been strongly biased toward one or the alternative (1'.18. 

or Louise,, Sailor or Devil), no results of a.ey importance would have 

accrued from the study. E devoted considerable attention to deliberately 

setting. up a marginal (ambiguous) perceptual situation in order to give 

the needs he engendered a greater chance to evidence themselves. The 

practical implications of such a procedure will be treated later. 

Let it suffice to say that we do ~ believe that generalization from 

this study must be limited to other studies using ambiguous figures pre-

sented tachistoscopically. We feel the principles will a1so apply to 

"real life". perceptual situations, which in many cases are most ambiguous; 

e.go 1 seeing a girl walking at a distance, estimating the time one has 

waited at the dentist 1 s office, or reading a letter in dim light. Surely 

the motivational elements in these situations are far stronger than those 

we were able to develop in our laboratory setting. Hence we should expect 

"real lif'en distortions to be even more pronounced than those we find with 



our tttri vial n needs. · 

··It should be pointed· out· that we do~· work With anibiguous· 'figures 

in :darkened rooms because we fear people or despise Stinlight. . Rather, it 

was our desire :for·controlled conditions 'arid counterbalancing of rewards 

and punishments ·that dr~'1'e· us underground. Some day :we hope to operate 

in daylight, but at the momerit, we are not able to. 

One final poirit that merits treatment concerns the value of the con-

cepts or :figure and gro1lnd themselves• We are not altogether convinced 

of their worth, at least in regards the present investigation. \Vhat is 

to follow. represent.a a brief' attempt to examine the use 0£ the concept 

0rocus or attention." The section can be considered as a sketch or 

working pattern rather than a full portrai to For this reason and for in• 

tellltiibility 1 the remainder of the paper is still couched in the termi-

nology of shifts in figure-ground orgattlzation. The ensuing paragraphs 

are an attempt to register protestt rather than to embark on a determined 

campaign to substitute one term for another. 

We may start by noting that certain aspects of the perceptual field 

are attended toJ other aspects are not• This can be a matter· of volition 

depending upon the state of the ·percei var. Aspects in the focus of atten-

tion are brighter, sharper, less readily submerged if a similar color is 

thrown on the field, etc. These are of course the properties usually 

associated with the figure in the concept of figure-ground articulation. 

Yet if one substitutes the concept or "focus of attention, n the .. emphasis 

is on degrees of attention; which harmonizes far more with the experience 

of perception than does talking in terms of degrees of figuredness or · · 

degrees of groundness. Emphasis is placed on the volitional nature of 
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the process.: No longer do we speak of aspects which "become figurett but 

re.ther in terms of aspects which the persori attends to. Phrasirig onet.s. 
. . ---

thesis in terms·-0:r the :influence of-needs on· figure-ground o~ganization 

bypasses the individual ·perceiver• It · creates the impression that · 

structural or autochthonous components of the field play the· greatest· · 

role in· the ind:i. vi dual 1 a perception.· · On the basis ·of· everyday· experience, 

this is obviously not so. Laws o.f proximity, sim:Uarity, contiguity,: etc. 

~ ~ satisfactory for··explaining the perception .0£ a row.of dots on a 

blackboard but. do not do justice to one's actual everyday behavior. When 

one enters a living room ·he may first see his wife, a. dear friend, or a. 

chance acquaintance. He may notice a. new suit a .friend is wearing ·or a. 

hairdo that he would not have expected on his wife. None ·.of these can· 

be adduced via the principles of similarity, contrast and the like. Per-

caption is a matter of. volition, a continual process o£ choosing and 

rejecting by the individual in line with his needs, hopes, fears., and 

desires. Talking in terms or figure-ground tends to obscure the essence 

0£ the process behind a veil 0£ speciously-precise terminology. Objects 

and persons dontt become figure, they are ~ figure. 

B. Active and passive autism 

The present ·study hopes to return to what might be called ·the npopu-

lar" concept of autism, to which many present-day investigations £ail to 

correspond. . By this is meant that in these studies little in the· way of 

reward accrues to the subject when he perceives in a particular way. In 

the Schafer-Murphy experiment, for example, S t-Tas rewarded in the training 

series and then teated after being informed that the rewards would be dis-

continued. Rather than testing the hypothesis that S sees what will bring 
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him rewards, most investigators are concerned· with whether an individual 

sees what has been rewarded iti the; past and no longer brings· objective 

rewards~ Some wcl.ters would maintain· that the subject derives definite 

satisfaction upon· seeing items ·that ··have been rewarding· in the past; e.g.1 

Christmas ornaments,· a crushed gardenia:, 'or a high school sweater. No 

doubt this exists but we feel. this ~ .. s a motivational state of a different. 

sort from one involving a desire to see objects that will bring satis-

faction !!2!.• The writer prefers to· call· the latter type ot· set .ua.ctiva 

autism." while calling the latter "passive autism. rt . The· dividing line ma.y 

be tenuous1 but there does seem need for a distinction based on the 

latency 0£ the part:tcular desires involved. ·We would expect on the whole, 

active autisms to be more amenable to laboratory demonstration than pas-

sive autisms. 

In the present· study the rev-rards and punishments are in effect during 

the presentation or the ambiguous figure, the exposure of which is not 

expected by the subject. ·The ambiguous f'iglire is flashed when S is ex-

pecting one of the usual figures. For most ss, this comes as quite a· 

surprise, despite E's comment at the beginning of the series that n.rrom 

time to time, some parts of some of. the figures will be shown. n. Many Ss 

paused after present a.ti on of the ambiguous figure. Some inquired, "That · 

\i'as Ma, wasn't it?" or "Was that Sailor?u Whichever figure $mentioned 

spontaneously, E agreed that this indeed was correct. If' S asked, "Which 

was that?tt · E would answer lf'v.Jhich did you think it was?" or "Which did 

it look like?" The data from Ss inquiring the identity of the figure 

are analyzed in the Results section. 

It can be noted that the terminology of' the study, except through 
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oversights, on E* s part, is phrased in terms· of ·up\lnishing" and "reward•', 

ing" figures rather than the 'past'. tense used in ntost autism studies. ; ' In 

the present.investigation, it ~s true that the i'igures were·:r.ewarded'in 

the ·past, :bu.t they· are ilso,rewardi.ng or punishiri.g at the moment when· S .. 

sees: them. . We beliave this is not: pril1larily. a study of emphasized· memory 

traces. ·Rather,: it is a study of opera.ting:motivationB.l states• Hence 

we· +.eel our results are not. a :direct function of ... the number of past rein• 

.forcements·of the particular figures• As.can be.seenin the·proced\l.re, 

section,·only three.reinforcement ·trials·are used with.the Sailor: end 

Devil .figures, and .five are used with the Ma and Louise figures. As the 

results turned out, the ef'fect·was·stronger £or the Sailor-Devil figure 

than for the Ma-Louise figure. As there was no counterbalancing or 
length .of trials, this effect may be simply a function 0£ the particular 

order ·used, appearance as the second ambiguous trial 1 or ·an irnbalanca in 

figural goodness. This belief . that an . operating motivational ·state , is 

our variable,. lay behind the .short series of ·reinforcement trials. It 

was felt that a. ·longer series might lower Ss interest in the guessing of 

numbers. . The vast majority of ,ss believed that there actually was a 

system or order to the numbers ·and strived diligently to discover it. A 

longer series of trials might infirm so many of Ss nnumber hypotheses,rr 

that he might become discouraged and disaffected with both experiment and 

experi:menter. 

c. Use of only one test response per subject 

The studydiff'ers from previous work relating need and perception i11 

that only one response is given to each ambiguous £igure. This suggestion 

was explicitly made by Rock and Fleck in 1950. Later research in the 
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Me~"linger ·laboratory gave eloquent testimony ·to its worth. · The issue is 

not one of· ·a lareer ! versus a small ·!.f of ·brass instruments versus. 

clinical.- intuition.~ !-for is it even one of large scale saJ;ipling versus: 

case. studies with a few individuaJ .. s. Our reasons for using ·only one 

response to each figure are many and are px;.marily matters of validity: 

or 2"elevance to. our hypotheses. rather than reliability. . . , 

Our first defense w-1...11 employ some ·data previously secured using the 

Sailor-Devil .figure with· the same taohistosoope (although with a slightly 

di.ffel"ent post-teat figure. The previous figure tended to favor the 

Sailor so one end of his neckerchief was removed. This seems to have 

been effective., at least to the extent that the present post-test responses 

tend to favor the Devil.) These data clearly· show that for the majority 

of Ss, ·gathering more than ·one :response adds little in the way of ~.nfor

mation. · These Ss persisted in giving the one response regardless ot 
number or post-test trials. In a few caae,s, seven and even ten trials 

were used and no· shift in percept was found • 

. A more serious problem is. that in the main study to be described, the 

pseudo-task given ·to the subject is that he is to guess the correct num-

ber. Almost all Ss be]j.eve that the purpose of the experiment is to. see 

if they are able to find a system .for the numbers. There were only a· 

handful · of' Ss who .felt that the one ambiguous trial had any significance 

for the. investigation. It is true that Ss were not apecificaLly asked 

what they .felt the Plli"""POSe of the experiment to be, as E saw no reason 

to a.rouse their suspicions after telling them several times that it was· 

a atudy of "game playing and probabilities." However it. was common to. 

find some minor questions asked after the session, usually "was there 
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really a system to it or was it just guess work? u arid there were only 

one or two Ss who mentioned the one ambiguous presentation 0:£ each .figure 

as anything extraordinary. It is felt that this would not be the case 

if' more than one ambiguous trial were used with each figureo We may cite 

the results from two of three Ss who were tested using three responses to 

each ambiguous figUre. They were tested under slightly different rein-. . 

forcement conditions in that they had been told that they would neither 

win nor lose on the "part" figures. The first s, upon each exposure or 

test figures, lamented: 1~1hy are you putting on parts?" She later ex-

claimed, "Oh how wierd. rr After the session was over, E inquired, "Did 

you enjoy it? 11 and received the reply, nr still feel frustrated. n The 

next S r ollowing the series of exposures, directly inquired 0Wbat were 

the part figures for? To see if you see what you want to see? 0 Rather 

than ascribing this to precocity, it seems more apt to lay it at the door-

step of the 11barrage11 of part trials. In the customary series, the part 

figures appear only twlce and are "lost n in the series. When six te,st 

trials a.re used, they assume a position of importanceo 

The difficulties in treating such skewed data as derive from con-

tinued presentation of the ambiguous figure should be evident. In a. study 

with .Ayllon, three post-test trials were used with each figure. This had 

been a design involving counterbalanced rewards and two treatments per 

reward condition. Treatment of the design was a ttnatural" for analysis 

of variance. However when exa.m.ination of the results revealed 15% of 

the subjects had given exclusively all Sailor or all Devil responses, any 

hope of using analysis of variance had to be abandoned. Non-parametric 

techniques were not of much value as there were 7 Ss with tied scores at 
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one ·end.of the distribution.and 8 tied scores at.the other.in a.aamp~e or· 
20 Ss.- The only practical solution was to employ ·a sign teat t.rhich or 
course served· to reduce an ·individual :to either. a plus category or a .. 

minus category, the same""' type ·data yielded when only one response for 

each subject is used •. 

However for ·the Ma-Louise figure, another type of reaction is evi-

dento Apparently it is easier for a subject to reorganize this figure, 

so we see the nguessing game" type 0£ response. First he calls it Ma 

then, to be liberal, he switches to Louise and finally, he gallantly re-

turns to Ma. This type of subject "feels lost 0 if he does not report 

all of the ·al ternati vea of the training session. He feels Louise and 

the Sailor ttmu.st be somewhere" if he has reported Ma and Devil aa his 

first responses. For some reason, Sailor-Devil organization proves too 

difficult for him to change, but. he can alter his Ma-Louise percept 

readily. 

It is apparent that the preceding discussion can be considered first 

as a lament that Ss give the same response and later as a lament that 

they change from one response to the other. This is ~ a paradox al-

though it may seem we are arguing against any responses the subject gives 

("if he stays the same,, you complain; if he changes you complain; what 

else can he do?"), 

In answer, 1-re reply that it is not so nruoh that we object to what he 

does, but rather to his reasons tor doing it. In both the above reaction 

patterns 1 his second responses are largely deter.mined by his first .::!-

sponses rather than the variables that we are interested in. Hence the 

second response is a cont~ated response, of little value in examining 
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a. : need~perception: hypothesis o · · 

· Mo serious· Rorschach• worker wouid: think. of admirii.sterillg ca.rd. 1· a 

second time With only a five . nd.nute . interval·. intervening between adminis-

trations and then considering that the' second group of responses wer~ . com-

parable to· the first• The usual reaction of S l-iould be to· either give the 

same response as he' did before (similar to reaction one described above) 

or to search intently £or' n~n{ percepts (similar to reaction two).• It. 

seems s can either: remain the same or change, ·what is· there to complain 

about? 

,Lest we seem'.too dogmatic, a section from Rock and Fleck is.pertinent. 

It reveal.a that other workers have encountered a simi.lar situation: 

·Once decisions are reached as to: hoir each figure :i.s to be 
identified, the S usually sticks to them for quite a number.of 
trials, or, in some cases; for the rema:l.nder of the series even 
though he realizes he may be wrong throughout. There is, in 
other words, a certain consistency which develops in responding 
to a situation where there is no check on correctness or in-
correctness after each· trial. The writers suggest that this 
explanation accounts for the development of what Schafer and 
Murphy called a nset. u If this explanation is correct, then 
one must be cautious about statistical interpretations o~ the 
quantitative results ot: the ]'oat-training series. Differential 
total scores would th,en not necessarily imply so and so many 
recognitions of one face vs. another, but rather consistent 
application of decisions as to which previously learned face 
most resembles which new global presentation. For this reason~ 
a better, though practically infeasible,. procedure would be. to 
give, say; 100 Ss each one trial with each ambiguous situation 
in order to avoid the contaminating eff"eet of early presentations 
of ambiguous figures upon subsequent ones. Of course such a 
procedure would not eliminate the other difficulties with this 

·experiment (45, p. 775). 
The question is not one o! practice eff e·ct or improvement over time. 

It is a matter of'stabilization and consolidation of percept on the first 

trial. It is as if one had requested a subject, once he had seen a dog 

in the street Gestalt figures, to try to see it once again as a. meaningless 
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It would be interesting indeed to set up a situation in which the 

first perceptual organization proved maladaptive. In such an instance 

the use of subsequent. trials would be quite justified. One could then 

determine how long it took to abandon a maladaptive percept. However, 

in the present situation, to continue to organize the .figure as either 

Sailor or Devil is certainly not maladaptive. To term such a performance 

"rigidfl is hardly fruitfu1o When S has no motivation to change his per• 

cept and his original percept is adequate to the situation (and also 
11correctn in his eyes), we Should hardly consider a repetition of the 

original response to be indicative of pathology. Lecky' s (21) thesis of 

the individual1 a.desire to appear consistent in his own eyes applies to 

this performance. If one feels he is correct in calling a stimulus "Ma" 

one time, is there any great motivation to call it something else on the 

next exposure? Indeed it would seem more a sign of pathology i.f an in-

dividual continually went out of his way to prove himself wrongo 

In summary then, the reasons for using only one response per S 

rather than several are as follows: 

Subsequent responses are contaminated and largely determined by the 

first response. 

The majority of Ss would not alter their original response, thus 

making subsequent responses of little practical importance. 

Results with several responses show markedly skewed distributions, 

piled up at the two extreme ends of the scale. Hence the precision of a 

f actoral design would not be gained even if' several responses were secured. 

Severa1 post-test trials might give S insight into the hypothesis 



tested, in addition to a.ffectillg his later responses. This would ruin 

the excellent rapport of'the game atmosphere~·Ii'' any disaffected S were 

to tell his· classmates ··the pU.rpose of the· design,, another source of Sa 

would. have to be secured~· · ·: : 

· In essence; subseqci.erit , responses are· ·of little practical importance, 

of dubious validity due. to contamination, ·and would serve to increase the. 

transparency of the design. For these reasons, the greatest part of the 

study was conducted with only one post-test trial for each .figU.re. 

D. Predictions made by each approach 

As the design of the study stands, the two approaches would make 

specific predictions in each of the three condi~ions. The emphasis approach 

should predict, in the ·R-N, that 'the rewarding ,aspect wouJ.d be perceived; 

in the P-1i condition, that the punishing aspect would be perceived; and 
I • ' 

in the R-.P condition, that no significant results in either direction 

would be obtained. 

A strict need-satisfaction theory would predict (other things being 

equal); in the R-N condition, that the rewarding aspect would be perceived; 

in the P-N condition;· that the neutral would be perceived; and in the R-P 

condition,, that the rewarding aspect would be perceived. 

It should be noted that these would be predictions by "ideal-type 

members" of ·each approach. Probably most adherents· of one orientation 

would recognize at least the partial soundness of the other approach and 

temper their predictions accordingl1. · Also when examining the data from 

the last condition, R;.P; there is an implicit assumption of some degree 

of relative comparability of' the rewarding value of the reward with the 

punishing value o:f the punishment• Unfortunately, there is no way to 
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measure this directly., .bur ·attempts centered mdnly.· on. using equal amounts 

of money for ·losing and winning, and later having S rate his reaction to 

both winningi, and losirig •. There is the very legitimate point that it is 
more pleasant to win someone else's quarter than to lose a quarter that 

really never did come into one• s possession. It is hardly a reply to cite 

the equal.ly· au~ject,ive statement ·that there. ia··more loss of face in·· 1osing 
,~. 

than there. is a gain in prestige in winning •. However, as we hope to make 

clear later in the paper, our feeling is that the amount of reward or 

punislunent in itself has very little to do with the character of the re-

aulta. The important factor is S's experience of winning or losing when 

a particular figure is presented in the tachistcscope. 

In any event, we find a bifurcation of predictions when we come to 

the P-N condition,. .. &aphasia theory would predict that the punishing as-

pect would be perceived. Need-satisfaction theory would predict that the 

non-punished aspect v-rould be pereei ved. However, it is £el t that an ad-

herent o:f this theory would be distinctly unhappy to ·make such a predic-

tion, although in the end he might be forced into it. I.f he accepts the 

design of the Smith and Hochberg study as a valid testing ground for the 

autism approach, there is little reason why he should not predict, at 

bare minimum, at least a trend in the non-punished direction. 

The issues involved in the R-P condition are somewhat clouded by the 

lack o.f knowledge regarding the comparability of affe~t-arousalin each 

case. Nonetheless, emphasis theory should predict that the ratio o£ re-

warding to punishing responses given in this condition, should be approx-

imately equal to the ratio of the rewarding responses in the R-N condition 

to the number of punishing responses given in the P-N · condition. In other 
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words the rela:tive amount or emphasis value of a quarter ·as a reward and. 

a quarter as punishment canbe discerned from the first two conditions.· 

vJhen these are pitted against each other in Condition R~P# the one that 

·was perceived with greater frequency in the first two con~tions, should 

again tend to receive the gre~ter number of responses. 

A pure need-satisfaction theory would tend to predict that in the 

R-P condition, .the· rewarding aspect wouJ.d be perceived in even greater 

degree than in the R .. H condition, a.s the need to perceive the rewarding 

aspect should be even greater when the a1 ternati ve percept is punishing 

rather than merely neutral. 

In the light of these predictions, we intend to employ a one-tailed 

statistical test in Condition R-N where both theories predict a predomi-

nance of rewarding responses •. In Conditions P-N and R-P, where the two 

theories meke divergent predictions, two-tailed tests of significance 

will be employed. 
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Chapter III 

Experiment One 

A. Apparatus 

The stimulus materials in the p!'esent investigation consisted of two 

ambiguous figures; Sailor-Devil and Ma-Louise. The latter is somewhat 

similar in structure to Boring's wife-mother-in-law £igu.re (as the eye of 

Ma functions as the nose of Louise),, while the Sailor-Devil is a new fig-

ure. Both were drawn on 4 x 6 cards L~ India ink •. In addition to the 

equivocal test figures, there were al.so two "non;...reversible" training 

figures for each pair. That is, there was a full picture of a devil 
-amidst a maelstrom of flames, of a sailor beside his ship, of Louise 

looking at a school building, and of Ma in her kitchen. These settings 

were intended to give the figures stable anchorages so that S would be 

disinclined to search for alternative perceptual organizations. It was 

unfortunate., although possibly unavoidable that these proved to be 

emotionally-toned settings. Several Ss were visibly disconcerted when 

the Devil turned out to be the winning .figure, and Louise, the losing 

figure. Some made remarks to the effect ur don'tt like winning on the 

Devil. 11 Unf ortuna.tely, the structural characteristics of this figure 

dictated that the complement to the Sailor should have a goatee. A solu-

tion would have been to call the figure "the Count n and draw a castle in 

the backgroundo This might have been a safer course but .the writer's feel-

ing was that "~evil" increased S1 s involvement and made; the game more inter-

esting. .. ~ 

Insert Figure 1 about here 
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so. 
The same difficulty arose With the Ma .figure. Many Sa were affected 

even by the name used, and continually ref erred to her as »mother. tt For-

tunately no Sa nooned Louise r1ere tested and no males appeared at the 

sessions attired in naval R.O.T.C. garb. In any event, these are sources 

of variable error which would not operate in favor of any of the '.hypotheses. 
'I ' , 

If anything, they would decrease the significance of the 'results by en-

larging the error term. 
: l ' ' • 

These particular issues also came up in the Schafer-Murphy and Rock 

and Fleck studies, where the latter investigators used letters (Faces A, 

B1 C, D) £or the profiles rather than proper names (Nathan, Bertram, 

Clifford, and Duncan). The merits of such a procedure are apparent it 

one desires to set up a learning situation where the . stimuli should· be as 

free as possible from prior aasociationsJ but in a need-perception study 

where affect is the independent variable, the writer• s preference is for 

as much involvement as possible. 

Thus there were two teat figures ·and i'our non-reversible training 

cards. (See Figure l.) The latter were painted in bright enamel over 

the India ink. The colors seemed to enliven the game and distract S from 

noticing the si~.ila.rity of the faces in each of the pairso The particular 

test figures evolved from several years of experimentation with different 

sets and patterns. Literally several hundred Ss had been tested ldth 

previous versions of these test f!tgu.res. The hope had been to achieve 

"balance, tt the point at which the test figure was as likely to be per-

ceived as one alternative as the othero The criterion of balance used in 

the present study was the relative proportion of Ss perceiving each al-

ternative in either counterbalanced reinforcement or neutral conditions. 



On this basis, ··data from the ·present ·study shoW'ed that the· Sailor-Devil 

figure was satisf' actorily balanced while Ma..;.Lciuise was not. · 

·The cards were shown in· an electrotlic taohistC>scope built ·by Fred 

Snyder. An exposnre time ot 200 mls. w~s used t~oughout the .study. With 

this tachistoscope, this was more than ample £or perceiving the cards. 

In some pilot testing, perfect recc>gnition was ~to'Und as low as 20 mls. 

The argon tubes permitted an exceptionally clear view of the field, with 

the white light reproducing the colors with almost perfect i'idelity. This 

is a Dodge-type two field tachistoscope with eXposures electronically 

timed. Special t•Daylight Neon" tubes are us'ed for exposure of' both fields. 

The presentation box has an opening, with forehead rest, int'o which S looks. 

With the blank field exposed, S sees a homogeneous square field of "whiten 

light. When E presses a. lever on the ele,ctronic timer (separately housed 

and shielded from S' s view), the stimulus field appears for the pre-set 

interval. The colored stimulus card is seen at the same distance and 

intensity or "white" light as in the blank fieldo It should be noted that 

there are several features of this tachistoscope which are advantageous 

to the kind· of· research reported here: 

l. The blank field serves two purposes: it provides orientation 

for the location a.t which the stinnllus appears and prevents 

after images following stimulus exposure. 

· 2. Use of "neon daylight 11 tubes provides reasonably accurate ex-
' .. 

posure with the effects of slight afterglow minimized by the blank 

field exposure. The use of ttneon daylight" was dictated because 

the stimulus material colors would appear grotesque in a blue 

light (although a blue light does not have afterglow making it 
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superior for· presenting ·black and white stimuli.) 

,3. There·is no possibility of cues or distraction f~om any relay 

noise since the electronic timing circUit utilizes no relays and 

therefore the tachistoscop~ is silent in operation. 

4. The elect;ronic timing is highly reliable . (! .1%) and the actual 

interval used in the experiment was initially meaaured by a , 

relay circuit (normally disabled) operating a mechanical chron-

oscope. 

B. .Procedure 

There were two sources of Ss for the study. The first was students 

enrolled in introductory psychology: sections at Kansas t}niversi ty. They 

were required to serve in three hours o.f experiments during the semester, 

and so did not .have to be told .anything of the nature of the· study at the 

time when appointments were made. The other Ss were students lounging in 

the hallways of Strong Ha.11 basement during class hours. Almost all of 

these were males and were approached in standard fashion: "Excuse :me, 

would you care to bee. subject in a p~ych experiment for ten or fifteen 

minutes. You'll win some money in itou If S a~eared interested but 

skeptical., E continued "It• s a 1ot of fun; it's a study of game playing 

and probabilities. It involves odds md winning and things like that. 

You'll really enjoy it and you'll be out of there in about fifteen 

minutes. rr Ss secured from the introductory psychology pool 1-tere not told 

the nature of the study until they were seated in the experimental room. 

The Ss were 72 males and 80 i'ema1es, almost exclusively undergraduates 

at Kansas University. · 

All Ss were tested in a small experimental room near the Psychology 
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Department. The overhead lights were not used., the only illumination 

being supplied by a small ·shaded lamp in the corner of the room. (This 

was required by the particular tachistoscopeo Overhead light would allow 

S to view the test .field v1hen E was chang:l.ng the cards.) A wooden table 

stood between E•s chair and S's. The v:i.ewer portion of the tachistoscope 

stood on the left portion of the table. The timing mechanisms and expos-

ure switch were housed in a metal cabinet on the floorJ alongside E, and 

out of Sa view. The right side of the table was empty except for four 

small folding metal cups and a. pile o! quarters~ 

An S would probably receive the following ilnpression about the room: 

"Small, dimly lit,, rather empty except for a table and a big wooden box 

that looks as if you•re supposed to look into it. A few gadgets on the 

floor but I can't make out what they are. Wonder what those quarters are 

for?" 

The design or the study allowed for a full rotation or reinrorcements 

and .figures. Fis.oh figure was used in all reinforcement conditions (R-N 1 

R-P, P-N). lv!oreover, some Sa were rewarded £or Devil and punished £or 

Louise, others were rewarded for Devil and punished for Ma, while still 

others were rewarded £or Sailor and punished for Louise, etc. This is 

illustrated in Table l. 

Insert Table l·about here 

The .first group of 33 Ss was tested either in the "win on Sailor, 

lose on Louise" or "win on Devil, lose on Matt schedule. This is responsible 

for the greater number of Sa tested in orders lA and lB. Later Ss were 

assigned to all the conditions. Such placement was random, any subject 
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Table 1 

. Reinforcement Schedules for All Ss. 

Symbols: · + winning figure 
- losing figu.re 

neutral.figure 
s-n Sailor-Devil 

; M-L Ma-Louise 

(Number Ss tested) 
Orders la .... ld; , 

R-N :tor S-D 
P-N for M-L 

S · Sailor . 
D Devil 
M. Ma. 
L Louise 

R-M Reward vs •. Neutral 
· · . P-N Punish vs. Neutral 

R-P Reward vs. Punish 
N-N Neutral vs. Neutral 

(9) (24) ~~ (26)-lt- (9) 
s +. s + s s 
D D D + D + 

. M ~ M: M- M 
L L • L L -

(ioe• Sa in first coimnn wi~ on Sailor, lose on IVIa, neutral for D and L.) 

(Muniber Ss tested) . (9) (ll) (9) (9) 
Orders 2a.-2d: s - s .... s s 

R-N for M ... t D D . D .. D -
P-M for S-D M+ M M+ M 

L L+ L L+ 

(ioe. Ss in first column lose on Sailor, win. on Ma, neutral .for D and L.) 

(number Sa tested) (12) (12) (11) (12) 
Orders .3a-3d: s + s ... s s 

R-P :for S-D D .... D+ D D 
R-P ror M-L H .. M M+ M-
N-N for S-D L L 1 - L + 
N-N for M-L . ! 

(i.e. Ss in first column win on Sailor, lose on Devil, neutral for l•l and L.) 

* Contains Ss from both .first and second group of Ss. Other orders contain 
only Sa from second group. · · · · 



was as lik~ly to receive one reinforcement sch~dule as another• . The data 

al'e later tabulated for the first ~d second ·groups or Ss separately and 

the full ·.table of ,data ts. presented· in the Appendix •. 

After·.a fmt·~intornial remarks to: put s at ease,· he.~a.s ·told:. 

This is a study :of game-playing .and probabilities.·.·· It: 
involves winning, odds, choosing numbers, and things like 
that. : The study is being f~nanced by. a research ·grant~ so . , 
you can "Wi11 some money in it •. You won't win thirty dollars, 

· or fifty dollars or anytlrl.ng like that 1 but· you Ctµl win a 
dollar and a quarter,, seventy five cents, or some a.mount 

. like that. Whatever you win, is yours. to keepei .. There are 
no strings attached. The money does not come out of 1.1f¥ 
pocket. You needn't feel at a.11 guilty. ab.out winning. 
You can use the money for coffee, Christmas presents, or 

· whatever you· want. OK?, · 

S9me Ss remained skeptical about the moral issue.s involved in keeping 

the money. . Fortunately, this attitude was encountered leas .frequently, as 

the. weeks of. testing proceeded. Word soon "got around tt that there was a 

pleasant little game in the psychology department where you could win 

lunch money. by guessing numbers. , Skepti~al Ss . were continually reassured 

that the money did not come from E's pocket; and they were !!.<?! taking. 

money :from a starving graduate student. If he so. chose, he could give 

the money to the Red Cross, but whatever he won, he was going to leave . 

with. Some Ss were told that. the money was only used.,to i'nake the ·game 

more interesting. E could just as easily have used red chips, or blue 

chips,· but as E bad this research grantj he thought it would make it more 

interesting !or everyone, himself included, it he. used quarters. The 

purpose of the game.was for S to ·try. to. win as much as possible. 

There was a.. good deal of.discretion exercised in the length of.this 

explanation, depending on the initial attitude of the subject •. Anyone 

entering the room knowing that his room-mate had won seventy-five cents 
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and interested in exceeding this amount, would be 'given a rather brief 

introduction. On the other hand• an S who felt that winning quarters was 

immoral. or degrading, was given quite a lengthy acc~unt or the "purpose" 

ot the experiment and E•s desire.to make the session "as_,iriteresting as 

poasible.n The great majority 0£ Ss ended the session with the . .feeling 

that they .were to keep the . ooney. Un£ortunatEtly. there were some Ss who~ 
., ., 

throughout the entire session eagerly awaited E• s requa·at that they re.-.. 

turn the money. Some were rather disappointed when .. this .·was not forth ... 

coming and, be.fore leaving, inquired., "Are you sure it rs all~ right il I 

keep the money? u The ·protocols of two Sa who appeared to be completely 

negative to the idea of winning1 ·a.re not.included in the final.sample. 

It was decided to discard their results .bef o:re their responses to the 

teat figures were examined. 

·Following this introduction;. E motioned toward .four aluminum cups 

that were placed on cards nUmbered one through :f'ouro . He told· S: 

·All right:;. now wet re going to play sort of a shell. game •. 
You see these four cups. Ea.ch time I'm going to place a · 
quarter in one of them and washerfJ (showing washer) in the 
other three. Ea.ch time I•d like 'you to call out a number 
from one to £our, and I'll open the particular cup. I.f 
there's a quarter in it, it•s yourso If a washer, nothing. 

, OK? I'd also like you to keep . score or how you• re doing o 

(E gives S a score sheet 1 shown in Appendix.) If you get 
a quarter, just write a Q1 if you get a. washer,, just write aw. 

There were seven trials in whioh S. would call out a number, E would 

open the cup, and gives the coin if he had.won it. After.every guess, 

E took the cups behind the tachistoscope (out of . s• s view) and ,gave the 

impression 0£ opening the cups and moving coins and washers about. Fol ... 

lowing the first gueaa, E opened the one cup S chose (and gave him the 

quarter if ·he won it) 1 and added . nNow. let me show you that you were 
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playing an honest ga.me.~ Ethen opened the other three cups., letting S 

see that there had actually been one quarter and. three washers in the · · 

four cups. While E was moving: the cups behind the tachistoscope to refill 

them,t he· told S "After this~ I'll only open the one cup you picko Other-

wise it would give avray ·any system. ·or pattern if I opened them all each 

time. Also, I move ·them around :Crom trial to trial_. so if you noticed · 

any marks or scratches on the lids of .the cups, .they don't mean anything~" 

(Thie latter was given to explain the sounds of coins being removed and 

inserted that emanated from behind the viewer•) 

It can be seen that St s first guess as to the location of the quarter 

was "honest n in that there actually was one, and only one, quarter in the 

cups. This tact was demonstrated to him after the first judgment when 

all the cups were ·opened •. However, for reasons which will soon .be ma.de 

clear~ s•s winnings on subsequ.ent trials ,were controlled by E. This was 

managed by inserting either !!! qµa.rters, or !-1l. washers in the four cups. 

S must necessarily win in the £om.er and not win in the latter-type 

arrangement• The series was so designed that on Trial l., the "honest" 

trial, "the quarter was placed in the fourth cup. (Only for the last Ss 

wa.s it changed. E reoeived the i~ression that one or two Ss .might have 

told their room-mates tu guess. 114" on the first trial. Hence the quarter 

was placed in the first cup for a few Sa.) All Sa were given six additional 

trials; in which a.11 quarters were used in two trials and a.11 · 1-rashers :tn 

four. Unless he won on the first· trial_, S finished the series with fifty 

cents.; The winning trials were the third/ and six, in the full series or 
seven trials. 

Throughou·li the trials E continually tried to increase S's interest 



in the game"·· , Remarks such ·as nYou Ca.me close, n ''Let·• a see if you ··can get 

this next one, tr nyou•:re doing better than the. odds" were given when needed. 

Throughout the series~ nothing was done to d.iacoti.rage ·s• a·· belie£. that ·there 

was a sequence or order to the placing of the 'quarters~ I1' he directly 

asked whether such anorder·ensted, E replied, "I'm not allowed to tell 

you that until cifter the gs.me. o s usu.ally accepted this as confirmation 

of his feeling that there actually was a system and that it was his purpose 

to discover it. 

To E's knor1ledge, not one S suspected that the amount of his winnings 

was regulated by Ect ·There were seVeral reasons tor this~ ·FJ.rst1 there 

was Trial 1.t where S was shmm that there actuatly was one, and only one 1 

quarter in the cups;. Also, S should see little reason why E would aotually 

try to "oheattt h.i..m. The money was. Ets SO' anything that S won was profit. 

Why should E have any d.ilterest in placing fil $Earters • in the cups? There 

are additional rtd.nor reasons ranging from the: aet:ting of the game (in a 

psychology department experimental room), E• s .assurances 'and blandiahme~s,. 

to.S's own desire to .feel that he had won the quarters honestly by being 

skillful in· hitting .upon "the systemo "· . · 

The actual :reason' .tor the manipulation of rewards was E• a desire to 

avoid the negative attitude that might have been engendered haa S not won 

on any of, the seven trials. With the regulation, S was assured of lfin .. 

ning nt least fifty cents, although not more than seventy five. Thus Sa 

proceeded into the next game with, some rough similai .. i ty · in f' eelings about 

the preceding game. 

The purposes of the cup game were only indirectly related to the 

hypotheses under consideration. In fact no data was secured from the 
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game and a replication could conceivably dispense with it.1 The reasons 

for including it were as £ollows1 

First, it' served to convince s· that he actuillywas going to win 

money; and keep it. It helped establish rapport as this sort of '"shell 

game" seemed sensible and is found in carnivals, bazaars, etc. It un-

doubtedly helped develop and strengthen many iri.correct'hypotheses as to 

the actual. purpose or the session. Almost all Sa believed that the pµr-

pose of the entire experiment, includirig the later parts, was to d.etermine 

if they could find a system or pattern £or the numbers. E did little or 

nothing to discourage any 0£ these incorrect hypotheses. His customary 

reaction to S' s query was 0I • m not allowed to say that now. We' 11 go 

over it after the game, if you want." Final1y, the game accustomed S to 

choosing numbers from one to .four, and then writing on the score sheet 

the initials of what had appeared. This made the transition from the 

cup game into the ambiguous figure game quite smooth. 

The game with the cups was a "warm-up" procedure. It is felt that 

it was quite successful in .fulfilling its objectiveso. Sa usually embarked 

upon the next game with verve and a desire to increase their winnings. 

Previous testing Without such a beginning, showed many Ss quite puzzled 

by the whole session. 

After the game, E informally asked S how much he had won and reqµested 

him to put the money in his pocket (or handbag, for female Ss). -~ter 

removing the cups .from the table, but leaving the cards with numbers from 

10ne interesting result from the game, although E did not collect the 
data, was that it seemed that over 90% of the Sa would select "2" or u3n 
on the first guess., with the majority selecting n3.u 
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one through four, he· told: S: 

· All right; nowwe•re going to play another game. Here are 
four cards (showing them to S by plaoing them one on top of the 
other . in front of him. , No two cards were visible at ax.\Y one . 
moment.) This is Lou.ise ••• Sailor ••• Ma ••• Devilo (Going over 
them again) Devil,, Ma., Sailor,, Louise. All right, coul.d you· 
just now identify them? (Showing the cards to s, one at a ti:me. 
S would call out the names. . If he was wrong, which few. Ss li'ere, 
E corrected him, and the cards.were shown to him again, until he 
identified them correctly o) · · : i . · . · . • ·· · • 

All right, I •n ··show you how we play ·this game.. · I •m going · 
to place these· nllmbers (one through four) behind the view-er here 
where you can't see them. Then, each time, I'm going to place 
these· cards on them . .t one . card on· a number. It might be this I · 

order (placing Louise on 1, Sailor on 21 Ma on 31 Devil on 4) •• ·• 
or this order {placing Ma on l, Devil· on 2, Louise on J, Sailor· 
on 4) 1 but each time there will be one card on a number. Then, 
just as you did, before, I'd· like you to call out a ,number from . 
one through four,, and I'll put the card, that's on the number 
you callj in the viewer. In other words, you'll pick .a nUtnber 
each time 1 and I •ll put the card that' a on it in the viet-1er 

· where you can see it. · · 
Now, one of these is a winning card and one of these is a 

losing card. Every time that _ appears, you win 25 cents. 
However, every time_ appears, you lose 2S cents. Let me 
.say one thing at this point. . The purpose of thia game is not 
for me to win back what you won on the last game. What you 
have won is your money and I can •t touch it. In this game,· it 
is possible for you to come out minus, by getting more losing 
cards than winning ones. However,· you try to avoid that, but 
if it happens, we just call it zero. You can't lose your moneY; 
in the game.· OK? . , , . . 

Let me just go over it again. Each time, you call out a 
number .from one to four, just as you did be.fore. I •11 put the .. 
card that' a on the number in the viewer. Please write the initial 
o:t the figure on the paper in front of you: (See Score .Sheet 
in Appendix) M for Ma, S for Sailor, D i'or Devil,, and L for 
Louise. We •11 settle up the financial aspects at the end of 
the game,, rather than pushing quarters back and forth. OK? 
Can you move in front. of the vi.ewer then? 

One last thing, from time to time I may- flash some parts 
of some of the.se :figures in· the viErWer. :You.•11 easily re()ognize · 
them, so just write those initials doW.n as you did for the 
others. i OK? And good luck~ Can you pick a number from one · 
to :four now? 

From this point on, S would call 'out numbers while E would place par• 

ticular figures in the viewer and expose them for 200 mls. durations. 
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The S was mad.e to feel that his choice of' 'number determined the figure 

that was shown to him. The E used standard conunents at choice points 

throughout the ·aeries~ If the first exposure was a winning .figure, E 

said, ttThat1 s your 'Nilmirig figure. 71 A similar comment was made for the 

losing figure, with E's 'inflection ·altered accordingly. He attempted to 

sound genui..flely happy when ·a winning figure was shown arid sorry when a 

losing .figll.re appeared. Mothing wa.e said for neutral figures. For the 

second exposure of the winriing figure, the comments ttGood" or t1Finett · 

were made; while "That wasn't good" or· nsorry" accom;paru.ed the losing 

figure. After the second exposure o:t each figure, -no· eorrnnenta were used 

until after the ambiguou·s Sailor-Devll trial. Then, if either Ma or 

Louise was a winnihg or losing figure, one comment was given with the 

next exposure of e.ach 0£ them. 

Unknow to s, the figures were exposed in a set·order, rega.rdJ.ess of 

his choice of number. This was done to keep frequency, position in 

series, and amount won, relatively constant for all Ss. The part'ioular 

order usedwaa as follows: Ma, Devil, Sailor, s, Louise,, M, D,, L, D, s, 
M, L, Ambiguous Sailor:....Devil, M, L, L, M, s, Ambiguous Ma-Louise:, D. 

After the series, E remarked n All right, now can you add up the n'Umber of 

_ and_ (winning and losing figures, respectively) and we'll see how 

much you won or lost. tr If a positive balance appeared, s was given his· 

winnings. If the total was negative,· E said "Well; we'll just call it 

zero. " Then E handed S an·. interview form, and asked him to circle the 

appropriate answer to each questiono The items, dealing with such matters 

as feeling when a winning figure appeared in the viewer,, or feeling about 

winning the quarters 1 are shown J.n the Appendix. Arter this, E said, 
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"All right,. let· me ask you one last question and I'd appreci'ate the .first 

answer that comes to min.d. Of the .four figures in the preceding game,. 

which .2.1?!. do you remember most vi vfdly •••• which next •••• which nexto n • · 

which· lasto ta The S was then thatlked for participating in:. the study and 

E confirmed any hypotheses that S had about the purpose of the games. If 
I 

S inquired whether there was a system to the numbers.~ Efs reply was in the 

affirmative but that it was really too difficult to find in the short span 

of time allOlred. The writer was not always happy about m.aldng this as a er• 

tion~ but it was thought.necessary to minimize any ruminating about the 

actual purpose•· In a study :where 150 Ss were . draw. from a pool of 

students attending the same classes and aha.ring common dormitory rooms,· 

one could be toocarefulinpreventing the actual purpose from spreading 

along the grapevine. 

0. Data and analysis 

a. Results from the R-N, P•N, and R-P conditions. 

The first group 0£ Sa was tested in two reinforcement scheduJ.esi 

Reward vs.· Neutral (R-N)·tor the Sailor-Devil, and Punish vs. Neutral 
(P-N) for Ma-Louise. They were not given the prepared interview. Later· 

Sa were tested with additional schedules (1.e., R-N for ~ia-Louise, and 

P-N .for Sailor-Devil) and were given a prepared interview as to interest 

iii winning, etc. This provided a tull rotation of reinforcements. (posi-

tive or negative) for each ot the ambiguous figures. The results from 

the first group of Ss using only two reintoraement schedules were similar 

to those obtained with full rotation; hence these data are combined in 

the final tabulation, although separate breakdowns within each condition 

are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
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The· results are examined first for ·the R-N oondi tion; ·secondly for 

the P•N ·ooridi tion; and finally' ;ror. thErR~P: condition• The predictions 

made . by both an emphasis and a need-satisfaction thecry have already 

been outlined. Both approaches predict more rewarding than neutral 

responses in the.R-N.·oondition~ .Hence these. results cannot ill themselves 

be used to assay· the relative predictive vaJ.ue·or·eaoh approach. On the 

other ·hand, had no suoh effect appeared,, serious doubt would have been• · 
\ cast upon either tha·effioaoy of the reinforcements or the type 0£ am- · 

biguous figures (or upon both theories). 

·The·results in Table·2 indioate that the .rewarding·.figures were re-

ported·more·frequently than neutral figures. The ·total of 66 rewarding· 

responses to .38 neutral responses is aignif'ioant at· the .Ol level. Un· 

fortw;iately·· this table discloses a perceptual dominanoe 0£ the Ma alter-

native of the Ma-Louise figure. This could not have been predicted from 

the !irst part of the stuey where no such trend was evident. In a 

counterbalanced design.t where both alternatives are in turnreuarded and 

punished, . a response preference serves mainly·. to lower ·the significance 

of any results obtained. It has little to do with questions 6£ vaI:idity 

Insert Table 2 about here . 

Table 3 presents the data.from theP-M oondition.2 . Again the resUlts 

from the first group of Sa~ using two reinforcement, schedules, do not · 

differ from those with the remaining schedules; and the groups are 

2Altho~h all the Ss teated in the R-N condition were also tested in 
the P•N oondition~ the tables renect slightly different N•s as several. 
Sa had been unable to identify the ambiguous figure, insisted that it 
would be either figure, etc. 
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Table 2 

Responses in Reward Vs. Neutral Condition 

A. . First groupt 

B. Second group;* 

Rewarding Figure 
Sailor · Dev-11 

Sailor 11 4 
Sts Re5ponse 

Devil- 12 

Rewarding Figure 
Sailor Devil 

Sailor 12 7 

S's Response 

Devil 10 

Rewarding Figure 
Sailor Devil 

Ma 13 12 

S's Response 

Louise 5 8 

Total: 66 rewarding responses, 
38 neutral responses. 

2 x - 1.50, p < .01. 

*Procedure identical to that used with first group of Ss except that 
an interview and additional reinforcement schedules were used. The resu1ts 
from the second group of Ss are significant (p < .o5) in themselves. 
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combined in the final tabulation. Separate breakdowns· are also· provided. 

for each conditiono The· sub-tables all disclose· a similar result, a 

s~ght but non•signi£iaa..'tlt preference f.or the punishl.nB ·figure. Pooli..'lg 

0£ the data is of little assiatanoe.as the di££erence between.punishing 

and neutral responses still falls short of significance.: 

Insert Table 3 about here 

Table 4 oontaina the results from the R-P condition. It had been 

decided, in view of the difference in predictions between the two approaches, 

to evaluate these data with a two-tailed test .0£ signifioance. Both sub-

tables show a preponderance or rewarding responses and the pooled data. 

yields a Chi square of 4o79 (p< .05) tor the 31 rewarding to 16 punish-

ing responses. 

Insert Table 4 about here 

Table 5 presents .the data .from a Neutral vs. neutral condition. 

This was a. by-product of the R-P condition; for when one aspect of a fig-

ure 11as punishing a.Tld the other rewarding, the two aspects of the other 

ambiguous figure were neutral. Henoe Table 5 presents the data when no 

reinforcements were used.with the p~tiaul.ar figure. The only note-

worthy.item is the perceptual dominance of the.Ma alternative.of the Ma-

Louise figure. 

Insert Table 5 about here 

b. Sex differences 

Another series of questions that can be asked concern whether or not 
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Responses in PUD.ish Va. Neutral Condition 

A. First groups 

. . ' -r.4 
B. Second group: 

Punishing Figure 
Ma · Louise 

Ma 9 4 
S's Response 

Louise 7 ll 

Punishing Figure 
Sailor Devil 

Sailor 9 7 

S • s Response 

Devil 11 11 

Punishing Figure 
Ma Louise. 

Ma 12 9 

S's Response 

Louise 5 6 

Total: 58 punishing responses, 
43 neutral responses. 

2 ' 
x = 2.23, p > .o5. 

66. 

*Procedure identical to that used with first group or Sa except that 
an interview to additional re:inf orcement schedules were used. 



Table 4 
Responses in Reward Va. Punish Condition* 

Rewarding Figure 
Sailor Devil 

Sailor 7 4 
S1s Response 

Devil 8 

Rewarding Figure 
Ma :Louise 

10 6 

S's Response 

Louise· l 6 

Total: 31 rewarding responses, 
16 punishing responses. 

x2 = 4.79, p < .o5. 

*0n1y Ss from the second group were tested in this condition. 

Table 5 · 
Responses when No Rein£oroements Given 

Figure 

Ma 
Louise 

·Devil 
Sailor 

Number of Responses 

is 
8 

13 
10 

* Only Ss from the second group were tested in this condition. 

67. 
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there a.re· any differenoes between male and female Ss in susceptibility · · 

to autism.. Ql.ir. samples .or 72. males and 80 females are· large enough .to 

give such a question meaning.· With but one or two. exa.eptions, ··all Sa 

were undergraduate students at Kansas University and should be roughly 

similar in background. The one possible major source ·of bias was that a 

good proportion of the males t-rere volunteers (had been ·aeaured in the 

hallways) while almost all female Ss had been secured f.rom the pool of . . ' . ' ' . , 

students enrolled in introductory psychology. sections. 

·• Tables 6 and 7 present. the results or both males and females in each 

conditiono It is evident that.proneness to autism is not the exclusive 

property or either sex. It is di.f'.ficul t to imagine how the results oould 

b-.r any more similar. However,. when the total responses to eaoh figure 

are examined, one interesting fact emerges. or the males, 63% perceived 

the Devil figure while only 45% of the females peraeived it. In view of 

the large samples, this is quite reliable (x2 • 4. 7,. p <. 005). It further 

supports the point m.ade earlier, that it would have been safer to use 

figures w.Lth less involvement and fewer prior associations, espeoially of 

a negative variety., These percentages aonfirm. what had long been suspected.; 

ld th certain Ss who were reliarded for Devil, we were waging an uphill 

battle. 

Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here 

o. Questionnaire responses 

Following the game with Sailor-Devil-Ma-Louise, S was given a 

questionnaire asking him to circle phrases describing his feelings during 

the session. In tho main; the answers obtained are uninformative. · No 
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Table 6 · 

Sex Differences in Three Reini'o1 .. cemci1t Conditions 

Rewarding· · · ·· PUnishing Neutral 
Responses Responses Responses 

Condition 1: Reward vs. Neutral 

Males .32 18 
Females 34 20 

Condition 2t Punish vs. Neutral 

Males 29 20 
Felllales 29 2.3 

Condition 3: Reward vs. Punish 

Males 16 6 
Females 15 10 

Table 7 
Sex Di££erence in Preference for Particular Ambiguous Figures 

Males Females 

Total Sailor Responses 27 44 
Total Dev-11 Responses 4$ 36 
Total Y.ia Responses · 44 46 
Total Louise Responses 26 31 
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striking relationships are found betwee11 self-ratings and· performance. 

Possibly the questions were poorly phrased. Several Ss ~rho were obviously 

involved in the procedure (guaged l)y spontaneous comments regarding win-

ning and losing) repo11;ed only 11moderate interest" on the questionnaire. 

On the other hand, several lethargio Ss circled -items·· indicating extreme · 

invol1tement• It is difficult to explain this, A similar la.ck of effect 

was found in the Snyder and Snyder (53) and Sommer .and Ayllon {56) in .. 

vestigationso It may be that the money produced so little involvement 

that Shad only vague standards againstwhioh to rate his feelings. Or· 

again, unpleasentness may be easier to guage than feelings of well-being 

or pleasure. 

The resu..l.ts based on questionnaire responses ·a.re presented in Tables 

8 through 11. Ta bl~ 8 aontrasts the responses to Item One with those to 

Item Two. Assuming comparability ot the.scales along a hypothetical 

affect conti!luum (i.e., ttmodarately pleasedtt indicates the same amount 

of affect as "moderately displeasedn), it can be seen that the plea.Rure 

in perceiving the rewarding figure was greater tha.'1. the displeasure in 

seeing the punishing figureo Thia difference is significant, and can be 

used to support an emphasis interpretation of the present resul ta. This 

point 'Will be treated at greater length in the Discmssion. 

Insert Tables 8 through ll about here 

d. Vividness ranks 

After S completed the questionnaire, E took it and turned it over. 

Then he told S, •tNow I• m going to ask you. one final question and I' d 

appreciate the first ans;1er that comes to mind. OK? Of the .figures in 
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. Table a· 

· Responses to Inte.rviet-t Itema One and Ttvo . 

Feeling when Winning N · Feeling when losing 
N Figure Appeared in Viewer F.igure Appeared in Viewer 

Extremely Pleased ''.7 Extremely Displeased 0 
Very Pleased 35 Very Displeased 6 
Moderately Pleased 56 Moderately Displeased 40 
Slightly Pleased 20 Slightly Displeased 66 
No .feeling at all l No feeling at all 7 



Table 9 

Responses in R._U aridR-P COnditions with Ss Classified 

by Answers to Question 01le (Feeli.Ilg when a Winning 

Figure.Appeared in the Viewer) 

Sel.t'-Rating 

~remely Pleased 
Very Pleased 
Moderately Pleased 
Slightly Pleased 
No feeling at all 

Responses to Ambiguous Figures: 

Rewarding 
Responses 

5 
22 
30 
12 
1 

Table 9A 

Punishing 
, Resp~nses 

0 
4 
6 
0 
l 

Neutral 
Responses 

2 
8 

12 
7 
0 

Dichotomization of Data .from Table 

Rewarding Punishing and 
Self-Rating Responses Neutra1 

Responses 

EKtremely, Very Pleased 27 l4 
Moderately, Slightly Pleased, 43 26 No feeling 

72. 

£ 

MoS~ 



Tab1e 10. 

·Responses 'in ·P~N Cond.it:tori With Srf :c1assified by Answers 

to .Question :Tvfo (Feeling whaYl a Losirig'·F:t~l±e ·Appeared in· 

: .. ·,·the Viewer) 

73.a 

Responses to Ambig\ioiis Figures 
Self-Rating 

.. 
Vwy Displeased 
Moderately Displeased·· 
Slightly Displeased 
No feeling a.t ·all 

Punishing · Neutral · 
Responses · Responses 

2 
12 
21 
4 

Table lOA 

2 
12 
18 
l 

Dichotomization 0£ Data from Table 

Punishing Neutral. 
· -Self ...:Rating · Responses . Responses · I?, . 

. ,•' ' ' ... ,,., ' 

i4 Very and Moderately Di.spleased 13 
N.S. 

Slightly Displeased, No 
· feeling ·at all 25 19 



,···.Table ll · 

· · Responses iri P•N ·and. R~N Cond.itioris With Sa Classified 

by Answers to Qu.estion Three (Feeling tilien a Ne\ltrai· 

·Figure Appeared in the Viewer) 

Responses-to.Ambigu.ous Figures 

74. 

Self -rating · Neutral 
Responses 

· Rewarding and 
Punishing 
Responses 

Moderately Pleased 
Slightly Plea.Sea·.,. 
No feeling· at ill .. ; . 
Slightly Displeased 
Moderately Displeased 

, I I 

s 
10 
26 
19 
1 

Table llA 

' .. 
) I• 

Dichotomization of Data from Table 

Rewarding and 
Self -Rating Neutral Pti.nishing 

Responses Responses 

Moderately, Slightly Pleased 
Moderately., Slightly 35 46 

· Displeased 

No reeling at all 26 34 
.I 

1 
ll 
.34 
.31 

.3 . 

N.S. 
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the preceding game, which~ do you remember most vividly? Which next? 

••• Which next? .... vJhich next?" This item had yielded meaningful results 

in the Ayllon studies arid it was thought in order to try it again. · 

The S's resp.c>nses were. ranked ·one through four, depending on order 

of recall (the figure recalled most.Vividly was assigned a. rank of one, 

the next £igure or two, eto.) The ·data could then be tabulated by rein-

forcement c.ondition BD:d by figure. That is, it oan be determined whether 

the rewarding i'igilre is remembered more Vividly than the· punishing figure, 

or whether Ma is remembered more vividly than Sailor. .Application of 

analysis of variance also permit assessment of interaction effects. Due 

to the unequal sizes of ·several of the cSl.ls, the method outlined by 

Walker and Lev (61} correcting with the mean sq1lare for error, was used. 

The results or auch an analysis a.re presented in Table 12. The differ-

ences are highly significant both for reinforcement condition and £or 

figure. 

Insert Table 12 about here 

Table 13 presents the mean rank of each figure £or vividness in re-

call £or all 119 Sa (the first group of Sa had not been asked the 0vi vid ... 

ness" interview item). Table 14 contrasts the ~-ratios resulting from a 

comparison of these means, one with the other. This table discloses that 

the Devil was remembered with greatest vividness. Ma and Sailor were. 

remembered more vividly than Louise1 these di.ff erences are statistically 

significant but not of great magnitude. The comparisons support the con-

clusion previously reached, that the figures were imbalanced in affective 

value. The Devil is the most "loaded11 of the .four. This cannot be 
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Table 12 

Analysis of Variance with Vividness Rankings 

Source SS df 51 F l?. . 

Ambiguous Fi~es · 3.74 . :r l.25 20;83 .01 
Reinf oreement Conditions 4.18 6 .10 ll.67 .01 
Figures x Conditions l.06 18 ;06 l.OO ins. 
Error 460 .06 
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explained solely on the' basis Of the color ,Of the ,baokg;round (bright red) 

as the ·only _other .figure containirig: this red was Louise, who was remembered 

least vividly.: 

Insert Tables 13 and 14 about here · 

Table lS contains the mean viVidness ranks in each of the rein.force-, 

ment conditiori.s •: Cursory inspection revealf3 that the rewarding ;fi~e 

was ·remembered more vividly than either punisJ:tlng or neutral ~igures. A 

, comparison of ~~ratios for the . differences is presented in Table 16. 

. ' ' , . 

Insert Tables 15 and 16 about here 

Unfortunately the table is rather ;t.nvolved, due in large measure to 

our desire to make the comparisons as precise as possible. If we had 

contented ourselves with asking simply whether rewarding figures were 

remembered more vividly than punishing figures, the answer could have 

been given quite concisely o, Yet much information is lost in such a pro-

cedureo We must remember that there were several varieties of punishing 

figuresJ there wa.s a. punishing figure paired with a. rewarding figure; 

there was also a punishing figure paired with a neutral figure. One 

might inquire whether the one variety dif.fers from the other. In Table 

16 this question would be phrased in,terms of asking whether Punishing 

(va~ Rewarding) differs signifioant~y from ~shing (vs. Neutral). 

Table 18 shows that the difference, though small, is statistically sig-

nificant 1 and indicates that the Punishing figure (vs. Rewarding) has a 

lower vividness rank than a Punishing figure (vs. Neutral). 

It can be added that these comparisons are somewhat unfair to the 
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·,Table 13 

Mean ·Vividness Rankings of the· ]'otir Figures . 

Figure N . . . M -
Devil 119 1•90 
Ma 119 2.60 
Sailor 119 2.61 
Louise 119 2.89 
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· , .. ·Table 14 

The t-Tests on .. Dif.f' erences in Vividness Rankings - . 

Devil Ma Sailor Louise 

Devil s.39** s.39** ** '. 1.62i.~ 
Ma - .01 2.23ff 
Sailor 2.16 . 
Louise . .. 



!11'.:fon Vividness Rar.ks i1i Each Condition· 

Condition 

Rewarding figure· (v. neutral figure) 
Rmrarding figure · ( v. pi.mishirig figu~e) 
Punishing figure (v. neutral .figure) 
Punishing figure (v. re11arding figure) 
Neutral figure ( v. rewarding figure) 
Neutral figure· (v. punish .. 1.hg i'igure} 
Neutral figure (v. neutral figure) 

N' 

72 
47 
72 
47 
72 
72 
94 

Mean of· 
Ranks 

1.85 
2.00' 
2.43 
2.81 
2.91 
2.90 
2.62 



Table.16 

The. t-Tests on Differences in Vividness Rankings :f'or Ea.ch Condition ,......-., - . . . " 
. ' 

Rewarding Rewarding Pµnishing Punishing Neutral Neutral Neutral. 
(v .~Teutral) . ( v .Punishing) (v.Neutral) · (v.Rewarding) (v.Rewardi~g} ( v. Punishing) (v.Meutral) 

Rewarding figure 
(v. Neutral) 

Rewarding figure . • 19 '( v;, Punishing} 

·Punishing figure 3.41** 2.26* (v. Neutral) 

Punishing :f'igure 5.os** 3~86~- * {v. Rewarding) 2o00 . 

Neutral .figure 5.65** . 4.26** 2.23* . 0 (v. Rewarding) 

Neutral £igure 6.18** . 4o 74** 2.11** .47 .53 · (v. Punishing) 

Meutra1 figure 4.B:t** 3o44** 1.1.9 l.06. i.19 , .1.1S (v. Neutral) 

°' H • 
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neutral figtireso' . Interveri.illg between the galtle itself and the determina-

tion. ot. the Vividness· of the figures were. both the ca1cu.1ation by S of . , 

his .winnings ·and the· questionnaire items focussing on winning and losingo 

However,· as about eqtiat emphasis in both these ·tasks was placed on win~ 

nin~ and losing, they cannot leg:t timately be used to explain. why the win-

ning figure was recalled more Vividly: than the losing figure. 

One . point that sholl.ld be mentioned in regard to ·the vi ~dness ratings 

is that the error. term in the analysis . of variance .may be somewhat biased 

in that .there is a correlation between measures that was not taken into 

acco1int statistically. ··· There appeared rio practical way or doing ·this as 

the scores tell in different condition .cells for each £igure (i.e. a per--

son might have had. a rating of Ma in the R-N condition which made his 

Louise rating· .fall in the N-R (!ondition).. .. The most competent advice the 

la'i ter could obtain was that· the analysis should be carried out as if the 

correlation were not present. One is not able to say whether the correla-

tion would inflate or decrease the error term. It ·seems unlikely that · 

the F ratios which were significant beyond the .001 level would be reduced 

to non-significance if the correlation had been taken into account (which 

incidentally does not bias the results in favor of any particular figure 

or condition)~ . 

HoweverJ there is a way of checking the essential validity of these 

results in a mathematically correct fashion. This invo1ves examining 

only data front the figure remembered~ vividly (ranked n1rr in the pre-

ceding analysis) and thus world.ng with only uncorrelated score$ (i.e. Ss 

receiving.a score for Ma did not receive a score for Louise as only.the 

highest vividness rank was used, etc.). Table 17 presents data based on 
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the~ figure remembered most vividly. We 'find; ··aa in 'the preceding . 

a.11alysis, that ~he ·nevil .is definitely :and ·significantly recalled by ·the 

greatest number 0£ ·ss •. 

Insert T~le 17 about here 

Table 16 contrasts several of ·the conditions oonta.inirig uncorrelated 

measures a · We £ind more high vividriess rankings in the R-N· condition than 

in the N-R · condition, and also more high ranldllgs in the R-P condition 

than in the P-R condition. There is no essential" difference between the 

P·M condition and the N-P cohd.itioli~ · These reSults are in line with those 

from the analysis of variance except' for the last comparison. That is, 

the rewarding figure was remembered more vi viclly than punishing · or neutr81 

.figures~ The analysis does not indicate the small but significant differ-

ence between the punishing and neutral figures .found previously. In other 

words, if we are to base our conclusions on these data (and this appears 

to be the more conservative analysis . of· the ·tvo) ·we would say that· reward-

ing f.'igures•a.re reoalledmore vividly than punishing or· neutral figures, 

while pu..'1iah.ing f-lgures do not di!f er. reliably from neutral figures. 

Insert Table 18 about here 

e. Vividness ranks as indices of repression 

"While the teat reoord.S were being sorted into piles on the basis 0£ 

answers· to the nremembered most vividly item, n E became intrigued ·by 

protocols of Ss who remembered the rewarding figure lea.st vividly. It 

seemed that this was an unusual performance, and 1-rarranted taking an ex-

pedition into personality-theory territory. It seemed likely that Ss who 



Table 17 

I!'it,1Ure Remembei .. ed Host Vfaridly -
Figure 

Devil 

Sailor 

Ma 

touise 

Number Ss recalling 
figure most vividly .. 

Table 18 

66 

19 

20 

Comparison of Conditions in Regards to Figure Remembered Most Vivi<ll:y -
Condition Number Ss recalling a figure 

l?.. in this condition most vividly 

Reward vs. Neutral 32 oOl Neutral. vs. Reward 13 
Punish vs. Neutral 13 N.S. Neutral vs. Punish 14 
Reward vs. Punish 19 oOl Punish vs. Reward 4 



would remember the :rewarding figure ·least Vividly might be .tfrepressers" 

. of affect,,·those·whowoulddenythefr'feelings· access to consciousness. 

Klein.might refer; to· them as uover-controlled," afraid of e:Xpressing their 
''. 

feelings openlyo 

After 'e.Xamining one or two, such re~ords, it was de't'.dded to sort .. them . 

into piles on the basis 0£-theviVidnessra.Uk of thereW'arding figure.' 
Ss who would recall the rewarding figure least or next to least· vi vid.ly, 
would be considered. urepressers. tt · Ss who would recall the rewarding fig ... 

ure most or ne..~ to most ·Vividly,. might be termed ttnon-repressers. tt 

Oitlng to the counterbalancing of· re:tntorcemerit conditions with figures, 

we cannot hope £or a perfect relationship as the Devil had been . .found to 

be trhe most vivid when its rankings were averaged throughout· all rein-

foroem.ent conditions. · Hence even an ideal nnon-repressertt who had· been 

rewarded for Louise, might· remember the Devil most vividly, but.Louise 

next, most vividlyo The data were also tabulated using all tour vividness 

categories. Our prediction was tha:t repressers would perceive more · 

neutral and :eunishing figures than rewarding figu.resJ while non-repressers 

would perceive more rararding than neut:ral or punishing figures·.;· The 

results, presented in Table 19, are striking for Ss who recalled the 

winning figure lea.st· vividly.. These Ss perceived 73% neutral or punish-

ing figures· to 27%· revtarding. figures; while ·ss who recalled the rewarding 

figure most vividly., perceived 35% neutral or punishing figures to 65% 
rewarding .figures• · The only category· of Ss slightly out of line with a 

prediction of a positive relationship between recall and perception, is 

that containing Ss recalling the rewarding .figri.re second most:: Vividly. 

These Ss have a somewhat higher pero&ntage of rewarding responses than . 
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Ss recalling the rewarding figure ~ vividly. However, if the contam-

ination .from such £aot'!rs as pre:terence for Devil or · sex di.ff erence is 

considered, this slight discrepancy· is not 0£ paramount importance. The 

main trend in the table is a. positive relationship between recall and 

· perception of the rewarding figure. The tetrachoric correlation based 

on the dichotomized data from this table is. ~45 (p < .01)! 

Insert Table 19 about here 

There remains however, a ·valid alternative to our "personality 

oriented" explanation of this relationship. It can be maintained that 

the increased frequency of vividness recall of the winning figure is a 

function of its having been perceived by S. · The logic is that since the 

results disclosed a preponderance of rewarding responses, S had occasion 

to perceive and write the response to this figure £?!!.! ~ time than he 

had for the complementary (non-rewarding) figure. One might then posit 

that the figure seen with greater frequency would be more vivid in recall. 

It must be admitted that the data from the present study cannot 

answer this objection. Our feeling is that the explanation in terms of 

repression of feeling is the more logical. It would be surprising if 

increasing the frequency of exposures by ~ trial, for one of the fig-

ures, would result in .a significant increase in its subsequent vividness 

recall. We would not question the assertion had the frequency differ-

ential been higher, to the order of fhre or six trials. Yet .our feelings 

are of little practical importance. The point remains that until further 

evidence is put forth, either explanation of the relationship between 

perception and recall may be valid. The data from the present study 



Table 19 · 

Rela.tionsm.p Between Figure Remembered Most Vividly 

· and Figure Perceived · 

· Nu..111ber 
reward.'lng 

Uumber 
punishing 

figilreS. · · : t.1.: neutra1 

Ss recalling. rewarding figure 
most vividly (non-repressors) -

Ss recalling re1farding .figure 
second most vividly (slight repress~ra) . 

Ss recalling rewarding figure 
third n10st 'Vividly· (moderate repressors) 

Ss recalling rewarding !igure 
least vividly {strong repressors) 

reported ·figures 
reported 

33 18 

29 10 

9 9 

3 8 
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cannot be use(j. to ,judge.· the relative merits of ,these interpretationso ... 

There remain then.,.· two interesting questions awaiting· empirical an-

f1WSrs. .Tht,; first involves the rel~tionship· between .frequency of, ·exposure 

and vividness of.recall• :We would «;mviaage a positively inclined cur-ve, 

yet with a long slope •. We would posit.that it would· take a considerable 

difference in exposure (after a minimum of at least three exposures to 

each figure· had beenpa.ssed) to result ·in a sharp increase in vi vidneas 

0£ recall. 

The second question concerns the validity of our interpreting the 

performance of reoalling-the-rewarding~figure-least-vividly as signifying 

a·repression of affect, a reaction .formation against the expression·of 

one's feelings. This can be tested, bypassing the frequency criticism 

previously outlined,, by ta.king these· Ss and testing them in another need-

perception task involving aR-N or R-P condition. It could then be 

deter.mined if. they were consistent in, :refusing to. perceive the rewarding 

aspects of the fi.eld. It can be added that this "recall most vi vidlyu 

performance can possibly serve as. the basis !or a. successful Klein-type 

experiment in an R-N condition •. Predictions of results would be made on 

the basis of s•s prior recall of .a rewarding figure. Oppoaite'predictions 

would be made for s• s recalling the rewarding figure most. and those re,,.., 

calling it least vividly. 

£. Sa for .whom winning and losing were of equal affective value 

The point is legitimate that to do justice to the emphasis approach 

in its predictions in the, p ... N condition, one. would need cases where the 

unpleasantness 0£ the punishment was coiltpara.ble (along some imaginary 

af.t'eot scale) to the pleasantness or the rewardo In other words., 



emphasis predictions are made on the basis ·0£ intensity of· ·ar.rect, ·.regard-

less of whether it is positive or negative+ As the interview items dis-

closed greater feelings of pleasure upon Winning : quarters than fee.ling 

the displeaaure upon 1oeing quarters, the emphasis approach·, would hold 

that we cannot expect equal enhancement· of ·the figures· in the two condi-

tions. The former, the rewarding figure; should be the more enhanced;· 

which in fact was the way in which.the reSu.lts turned out. 

· However, there is a more precise method £or assessing the merits of 

this interpretation of the data.. One can · eXa.rrd..ne the results. from those 

Ss whose ratings or the pleasantness of "winning in the R;...N condition 

corresponded,- in terms.of degree, .to; the unpleasantness or losing in the 

P-N condition. . Of'· course this assumes both the validity of the scale 

items and that e.g. ••slightly plea.sedtt corresponded to "slightly dis-

pleased" 'along some ·form of intensity of affect continu.um. These data, 

based only on the responses of·Ss whose response to Item 1 (feeling when 

a winning figure appeared in the viewer) corresponded in terms of' degree 

of a£f ect to their responses to Item 2. (feeling when a losing figure 

appeared in the vierter) are· presented in Table 20., These data definitely 

suggest 1 although the differences are not significant~ that Ss lvho ex-

perienced "equal· intensitiesu or a.ffeot will manifest as great an emphasis 

on the punishing figure as on the rewarding figure. Yet even this tenta-

tive conclusion mu.st be tempered ·by the results from the 9 Sa who rated 

the appearance of the losing figure as m.ore unpleasant than appearance of 

the. winning figure was pleasant. These data are summarized in Table 21. 

Although the N is small, we see no signs of emphasis on the punishing 

figure. In fact, there is a signi~cant !!!:!!!-emphasis of it if' we combine 
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the P•N and , the R-P ·results. These data are in p~.f ect aco~rd with . what 

our· ideal' need-satisfaction theory would· have. predicted; more rewarding ... 

than neutral. responses., in .. the"R._N. condition and more neutral than. punish-

ing responses .in .the P-N ·condition •.. Xet let us repeat .the stricture. 

that the'N is too sri1aJ.1 . .for generalization (although.large enough to in-. 

firm the hjlpothesis that Ss experiencing ,losing as. more unpleasant: than 

winning was pleasant will·report more punishing than rew~ding figures.) 

Insert Tables 20 and 21 about here 

. The data. from these Ss ·based on ·their responses to the "recall most 

vividly" questions) are also pertinent and are presented in Table 22. 

Due to the differences in sample sizes., it isdiffiCult to interpret the 

results. If one .were to accept the statistical tests at face value,, he 

would conclude that only those Ss Who rated winning-as-more-pleasant-than-

losing-was-unpleasa.nt remembered the rEnvarding figure significantly more 

vividly than the punishing figure. Yet this must be tempered by the fact 

that the results .from both other groups of Ss (£or whom losing was equally 

or more unpleasant than winning was. pleasant) were in the same direction. 

Insert Table 22 about here 

g. Consistencies in Performance 

There is also the question of consistencies of personality organiza-

tion and their manifestations in behavior. Whether one studies rigidity, 

color preference, or social attitudes, there is interest in how "generaltt 

a factor this really iso Is it manifest in other performances ot the 

individual? 



Condition 

R•H 

P-M 

R~P: · 

Table 20 

Results from Ss Rating Losiri.g Equally as . 

Unpleasant as, Winning tias : Pleasant* 

Number Ss .'reporting: 

Rewarding 
... figure 

11 

4, 

·Punishing 
figure 

13 

6 

Meutral 
figure 

9 

6 

t'' .• 

* e.,g• ra.ted.losin~(as *'slightly unpleasantn and winning as "slightly 
plea:santtt; or losing as· "very unpleasant" and winning as "very pleasant.'' 



Table 21 

. Results £ro:m Ss Rating Lo.sing as·~ Unpleasant 

* than Wim1~ng was Pleasant · · 

Condition 

R-N 

P-N. 

. R-P 

: Number Ss reporting: 
Rewarding ·Punishing·. 
figure figure 

, " 

4 
l 

0 

Meutral 
. figure 

'(j 

4 

*e.g. rated losing as "very unpleasant" and winning as "slightly 
pleasant"; or' rated losing as "extremely unpleasant It and winning as 
ttvery unpleasant. n ' 
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Table 22 

Vivid11ess Hanks with ·sa Classified. by Responses··, 

to Iritervietv Items One and Two 

Number Ss Mumber Sa 
recalling winning recalling losing 
figure more vividly :f'igure more vividly · P. than losing figure than winning figure 

Ss rating losing 
more unnleaaant the.n 6 .3 N.s~ 
'Winning ... was pleasant 

Ss rating losing 
equally as unpleasant 19 ll N.S. 
as winning was pleasant 

Ss rating losing less 
unpleasant than 60 20 p<.Ol 
winning was pleasant 



.This. qu.'eStion,. if· not always ·arucial to one's particular hj'POthes.es 

is usually of: interest when comparison data is .available. For_..the pre~ent 

study., this is .f.ourid in some research that E did ·with ltYllon •. During the 
period when E was .testing Sa ·for .his thesis research,, Ayllon· l'tas :working 
on a need-perception study in the tactual modality. ·· Three· dimensional . 

. reversible p~aques (described earlier .in this paper) were. used that. could 
be perceived as .either. right or left-pointing,.facea. Ss :tiere aperiodi~ally 
'giv~n ·qtia:r.ters with orie 'or ·the ·other ·raceo They were then bliri.dtolded. and 
asked to report the :l.dentity ~f the pr.ofile line they were tracing. ~t. 

was possible for S to .organize :it into either the rewarded or non-rmra.rded 
profileo He was also asked to .report the face he remembered most :vividly 

and his de~ee of interest in winning the quarters. 

This design bears some resemblance to the R-N condition of the. present 
study. It di.ff ers in these respects: a) It is of the "passive autismu 

genre, in that S receives no objective rewards for perceiving in a parM.c-
ular wayo b) No gam.e procedure is employed when S is given the quarters. 

Involvement is low as S does not feel he has earned the quarters. :C) The 

procedure is carried out in a tactual,..Jdnesthetic modality. 

The similarities are as follows: a) Rewards are presented with one 

aspect 0£ an ambiguous figure. b) Quarters are used as the reinforcing 
agents. c) All Sa were first tested by the writer. 

For these last reasonsJ it was thought 0£ interest to determine 
whether Ss reacting in one fashion in the writer•s procedure, would react 

similarly in .Ayllon' s. We might ask whether Ss perceiving the. rewarding 
aspect .of the Sailor-Devil would also report the rewarded face of the 

Rufus-Clem (tactual) pair. The results are summarized in Table 23. 



Insert Table 23 about here 

It is evident that no siich relationships were found. There was even 

a trend for Sa per.cei ving the rewarding aspect in the "writer's procedure 

to report the !!!?!!-rewarded aspect in Ayllon's procedure. However, this 

was not statistically significant. The results are hardly better if only 

first response data are analysed. The same can be said :for ••race remem-

bered most vividly" ·data. The only significant relationship was interest 

in winning quarters. This was asked in both sessions as parts of a ques-

tionnaire and the responses correlated .58 (p < .Ol) from one session to 

the next. 

This lack ot relationship from one performance to the other came as 

no surprise. Some of the Sa tested by Snyder and Snyder (53) were also 

tested by the writer in a visual ambiguous situation with monetary rewards 

associated with a particular aspect of the field. Comparison of S1s 

scores on both tasks did not disclose that Ss hearing the rewarded voice 

in the Snyder situation tended to perceive the rewarded aspect in the 

writer's procedure. 

Another case is the precursor to the present study. Here 22 Sa were 

tested in five equivocal visual situations, all with monetary rewards and 

of active autism variety. ·Unfortunately figural preferences were so over-

whelming with three of' the;_ figures, that few meaningful trends could be 

discerned. Table 24 compares the results. on the two (relatively) balanced 

i'igu.res: Ma-Louise (a previous version) and a rnan.1 s face that could also 

be seen as a Chickadee. It can be seen that no consistency was found; Sa 

perceiving the rewarding aspect of one figure were as likely to perceive 



Table 23 

Performance of' 20 Ss ·in Another Need-Perception Task . ' 

Total Responses. 

Ayllon ts ·Study 
Mean Number Mean-Number 

Present Study Rew-arded Non-Rewarded 
Response a Responses 

Ss perceiving rewarding figure 

Ss perceiving punishing figure 

7.67 

9~22 

6.37 

4.78 

First Response 

Ayllon' s Study 
Number Number 

N.So 

Present Study Rewarded Non-Rewarded E. 
First Responses First Responses 

Sa perceiving rewarding figure 

Sa perceiving punishing figure 

6 

4 

Figure Remembered Most Vividly 

Ayllon • s Study 

Ss remembering rewarded face 
most vividly 

Ss remembering non-rewarded 
face most vividly 

N 

12 

8 

Mean Vividness 
Rank 0£ Rewarding 
Figure 

l.83 

2.13 

N.S. 

N.s. 



the punishing aspect of the other as the rewarding. 

Insert Table 24 about here 

Finally we may introduce data secured when the 31 Ss tested ill Ex:-

peri!nent 3 (to be desarlbed shortly} were also tested in ari almost 

identical. procedure but with d.il'fererit figures (called "Vase-Tw:l.nstt and 

ffJulius Chickadeett). The results,· summarized ·in· Table 25, 'are quite 
' ' ' 

clear. ·.In brief, no consistency was foundt' either in the R-N or the P-N 
' ' ' 

condition. Thes·e data leave no room for a. "peoP.le who" interpretation· of 

our results (i ~e. speaking in terms of ttsutistic Ss" and If emphasis prone 

Sa"). We hope to devote more attention to this 'point in the Discussion. 

Insert Table 25 about here 

h. Comparison of Responses in Two Conditions 

In an °active autismn design, where the ambiguous figure is presented 

during the reinforcement series1 there· is always.the problem that Ss might 

report the winning figure simply because it is the winning figure, regard-

less of whether they see it or not. This would imply that the Ss were 

mercenary creatures, intent on reporting the winning and non-losing fig-

ures at all costs. 

One method of deternd.ning the relevance of this stricture to our 

results, is to examine the P-M data· of Ss who report the rer,1arding figure 

in the R-N condition.·· Theae Ss might be expected to be the more mercenary, 
' ' 

and· we Shoul.d predict that they would report more non-losing (neutral) 

figures than losing figures in the P-N condition. 



· Table 24 
Ccmsiatency ih 'Perforrt1ance ·in· a Previous. Study 

Perceived rewarded aspect 
in Julius-Chick figure 

Perceived punished aspect 
in Jul.ius-Chick figure 

. . Ss .Perceiving .. 
Rewarding Aspect 
ot Ma-Louise 

7 

8 

. Sa Perceiving . 
Punished Aspect 
0£ Ma...;.Louise · 

3 

4 



· Table gs· · 

. EXperiment. Three Sa. Te~ed with other Figures 

. " 
Rewarding· .f i!SUl'e 

other task, reported: 

Neutral. figure 

Punishing figure 

Other task, reported: 

Neutral figure 

(R~N Condition) 

Experiment .. Three 
Reported: . · 

Rewarding 
£igure 

.3 

·9 

(P-N Condition) 

Experiment Three 
Reported: 

Punishing 
, figure 

8 

8 

Neutral 
· figure 

10 

. 9 

Neutral 
figure 

8 

3 



Insert Table 26 about here 

On the contrary,. the. resul.ts in Tab~e. 26. disclose that of. the Sa who 

gave the rewarding response in the R-N condition, 61% ·reported the punish-

ing figure in the P-N condition. Of those Ss ·who reporled the neutral 

figure in the R-l~ condition, 53% reported the punishing figure in the P•M 

condition. These ·percentages do not support a view that many of our Ss 

were inclined to· report the remunerative figure regardless of what they 

saw. We. found Ss who gave Winning responses in the R-N condi tion.1 giving 

more losin~ responses in the P-N·condition than Sa who had given neutral 

responses in the R-N condition. 

i. Ss changing.their responses 

Throughout the sessions it was noticed that some Ss lacked confidence 

in their initial percepts, especially if they had reported the rewarding 

figure. E received the impression, although he does not have the data to 

warrant such a conclusion, that· i~ most cases where S had doubts as to 

whether the ambiguous figure was a rewarding, punishing, or neutral fig-

ure 1 these doubts were resolved in favor of the neutral or punishing al-

ternative. Those cases in which S hesitatingly- inquired of the identity 

of the ambiguous figure .f' ortunately escape this category. Here E ex-

plicitly asks s.nWhich did you think 1.t was?" or uwhich did it look like?" 

and then concurred w.ith whatever response S offered. 

In exrunining the protocols of Ss who actually erased or altered · 

their responses, we can determine whether the majority. went from reward 

to punishment or neutral, or vice versa. It should be noted that the 

vast majority of conflict situations {where S was not Qertain of the 
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Table 26 

Comparison of Subjectt- s, Performance iri R-!f Condition with his 

Performance in P~N Condition 

Ss reporting punishing figure 
. ·in. P-M condition · 

Ss reporting neutraJ. figure 
in P-M condition 

Ss reporting 
rewarding figure 
in R-N condition 

38 

24 

Sa reporting 
neutral figure in 
R-N condition 

20 

18 
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identity of the ambiguous figure) undoubtedly never reached the stage 

where one response was written, then changed to another. In most cases, 

S would resolve his doubts before writing his response. 

From the ferA cases where S altered or erased his response, we find 

the following results: ll Sa changed responses . in the direction of a 

figure that would lose money (from rewarding to punishing, rewarding to 

neutral:. neutral to punishing, etc.); 3 changed reaponses in the direc-

tion of winning figures; while 2 changed responses from one neutral fig-

ure to another• A Chi square test shows that this distribution would 

not be expected by chance (P < .05). 
These data support the notion that s•s initial percept is the re-

warding figure but other factors coma into play which vitiate the in-

fluence of his needso. To make these data. somewhat more concrete, we may 

cite· the comments of' one S who, following trial 17, went back and erased 

bis response to trial. 1) ::: {where he had previously liritten 11Devil," the 

rararding figure) and wrote nsailor,u the punishing figure. After the 

session when E inquired a.bout his changing his response, he replied, "at 

first I. thought. it. was the Devil., and then I thought back on it and then 

I felt xt l'1aa the Sailor.u It would appear that Justice Holmes' faith 

in.the "sober second thought11 is warranted, at least to the extent that 

we can generalize from these datao By this we mean that the second 

thought is influenced by a reality principle in contrast to a policy of 

utter subservience to needs. 

jo Ss asking questions of identity 

Related to the performance of Ss who actually changed their responses, 

there is the matter 0£ the particular times when S would. inqaj.re of the 
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id.entity 0£ the· ambiguous £igtl.re; It was noted that some 'Sa would ask 

"Was that rui?tt/ or "It looked. like the' Sailor,· but I •m not sure. tt These' 

queries were examine'd to: det:erinine in .ldlich' reini'orc'ement condition they 

occurred (e-.g~ :i.f ~la. had been rewarding and· Louise neutral; a question 

trwas that Louise?tl woUld be said to arise in ·the R-N condition.·) · These 

restilts are presented in Tabl.e 27 alongidth the number of Ss ·that had 

been teated in ea.ch condition~' Ori the basis of chance we would ezj,ect 

the nUmber of·' questions concerning identity to be proportional to the 

number o:r Sa tested in each condition. 'The Chi square of 7.98 (P < .05) 
shows 'that this was not the case. Inspection of' the table reveals that 

the differences are found largely in the N-N condition where proportion-

ately 'the fewest questions were asked and the R-P condition where the 

greatest proportion of questions arose, Table 28 shows how the particu-

lar doubts were resolved after E asked S "Which did you think it waau or 

"Which did it l.ook like. u We see that in the R-N and the R-P condition 

the doubts were· resolved in the direction of the rewarding f'ace while in 

the P•N condition there is a slight trend to resolve doubt in the direc-

tion o£ the punishing face. These tables are interesting when compared 

with the previous data, where it. wa.s seen that Ss actually reaching the 

point of changing their responses on their own initiative tended to al tar 

theni in the direction o:f.' a losing figureo It would seem that the Ss who 

inquired of the identity fromE rather than "working it through on their 

own" were reassured mid supported by Et s i'aith in their judgment (implied 

when E would ask· theni "which did it look like'? u or "which did you think 

it was?")· were less inclined to feel guilt-ridden about writing down the 

winning figure. 
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Insert Tables 27 and 28 about here 
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· Table·27 

Number of Ss Asking Questions of Identity in. Ea.ch Condition 

Condition: 

R-N P-N R·P N-N 

Number of Ss asking questions 18 17 14 2 of identity 

Number of Ss tested in this 106 106 47 47 condition 

Table 28 

Final Responses of Sa Asking Questions of Identity 

Condition: 

R-N P-M R-P N-N 

Rewarding responses 13 - ll 

Punishing responses 10 3 

Neutral responses s 1 - 2 



. Chapter IV 

Supplementary ~·eriments 

A. ~eriment Two 

106 • 

An adherent of an emphasis position such as Postmants might not reel 

his stand weakened by the present data if he were to maintain that the 

·particular reward used was less of an emphasizer than the particular pun-. 

ishment. In other words, to lose a quarter that wasn't yours in the· 

first place is less 0£ a punishment than winning a new quarter i a a re-

ward. S simply might not feel as involved w.tth losirig as· w.i.th winning 

the quarters. The data from interview Items One and Two support this 

interpretation. Yet the fact of the matter is that almost all Ss were 

displeased to some degree when a losing figure appeared, and an emphasis 

position should predict a signiticant enhancement of the punished figure 

in the P-N condition on this basis. 

To determine whether the punishing value of the losing i"igure might 

be enhanced if S were more involved when he lost, ll additional Sa (all 

.females, from the same subject population as the other Ss) were tested 

with modified instructions. 

The game with the cups proceeded as usual. Afterwards, S was !l2i 
told to put the money in her handbag. No mention of it was made during 

the preliminary instructions for the ambiguous figure gameo When E 

reached the point where he would mention that there was a losing figure, 

he omitted the sentences "Let me sa:y one thing. The purpose of this game 

is not to win back what you won before. What you have won is your money 

and I can 1t touch ito If you happen to come out minus in this game we' 11 
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call .it zero. You can •t lose your money in this game. tt Instead,, follow-

ing the cup game, S was tOld "You can't lose more than the money you've 

won, However, ·try to win more, rather than lose what you have. 0 

These last instrilctions considerably dampened s•s enthusiasm for the 

game• E had the feeling that S interpreted the ambiguous figure game as 

merely a subtrefuge whereby E would win back whatever money she had ea.med 

in the .. cup guessing.· S appeared to give up hope of ever leaving the room 

with the £ifty cents she hadwon. 

A complete series of reinforcement schedules was used for the P-N 

condition. Origin~y E had intended to use 16 Ss, two with each·of the 

schedules (S+L-, S+M-, etc.) but when the results from the first 11 dis-

closed no trends, it was decided to $top at that point. Pooling the re. 

milts .from all figures in tho· P4i condition, the de.ta show 5 punishing 

responses to 6 neutral responses. Thia certainly does not support the 

idea that increasing S's involvement in losing will further enhance the 

punishing figure. Such a conclusion must be tempered by the responses 

to Interview Item Two, feeling when a, losing figure appeared in the 

viewer• These answers disclose no marked increase in feelings 0£ dis-

pleasure, despite the fact that S now had the possibility of losing 11her 

own money• tt 

B. ]Xperiment Three 

In research with human Ss, there are many who believe that the most 

potent reinforcing agents are praise and blame. These are usually con-

sidered to arouse ego-involving attitudes, related to the individual's 

self-concept, to his .feelings of personal worth and self-esteemo With 

college students especially, aspersions on intelligence or mental 
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·abilities should prove to be particularly effective•·" On _this basis 'it·.· · 

was thought worthwhile to test-·some additional· Ss with rather harsh nega-

tive comments associated with .the losing .figures •. In Eiperiinents l and 

2, the positive 'and negative,comments had been relatively balanced.in' 

terms or both number (three fqr each figure) and. degree :(ttThat' s your 

winning figurett corresponding .to "That• s your losing figure, tt ·or ttGood" · 

corresponding to ttThat wasn't goodtt}. In Experiment 3.t E tested the 

hyPothesia that the use 0£ a greater number o£ negative than positive 

comments would produce ·a significant increase in the number-of .punished 

responses. 

The Ss used in Experiment Jwere 30 female students enrolled in in._ 

troduotory psychology sections at the University of Kansas. The counter-

balancing of reinforcement schedtiles applied in EKperiments l and 2 was 

followed in EXperiment 3 except thatj to permit the use 0£ a smaller 

sample, Sailor-Devil was used only in the R~ condition, while Ma-Louise 

was used only in the 'P-N condition. The Sailor-Devil figure was illtended 

as a means of guarar1teeing that there· would be' two neutral_. one rewarding, 

and one punishing f:l-gure in the game •. The raison d1 etre for. Elcperiment 

.3 relates to the analysis_ of the enhanced P-N condition, which in this 

case, involves only data from the Ma-Lo~se figure. 

The procedure was identical With that of Experiment 1 except for the 

nature 0£ the comments during the guessing. Specifically, the comments 

used in Experiment 3 werei 

First appearance of losing figure: 
Second appearance of losing figure: 
Third appearance of losing figure: 
Fourth appearance of losing figure: 
Fifth appearance o:f losing figure: 

nthat wasn't good at all" (in stern voice) 
"you're not very good a.t finding patterns" 
no comment _ · 
"most people do better ••• 1• 
no comment · 
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Ambiguous figure:· no comment ' '-, 

First appeararicie' oi' 'w.itmiri.g figure: "that• s 'your Wil'lning figure" 
Second appearance of winning figure: no connnent -
Third· appearance o£ · ltlnning figure: · : no· comment· 
Ambiguous figure: ··· · no comment 

Most Ss were taken aback by E's negative comments. Ss would "laugh 

off" the statement «you're not very" good ·at finding patterns" but after 

"most people do better~ ~.n there would usually be a period or silence. 
' ' 

The resUlts from the P-N condition disclose 18 Ss reported the pun-

ishing figure· while 12 reported the neutra1 figure. This ·difference, 

al though in the. expected direction, does _not approach significance. The 

remainder of the data, presented in.the Appendix, show few noteworthy 

trends except a further·dembnstration or the dominance or the·Ma.alterna.-
-

tive (20 to lO) and .the lack of' effect in the R-N ·condition when the re• 
.~·t 

warding alternative is not emphasized by cotnments. 
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Chapter v 
Discussion 

A,~ MB.in E.ff ects 

The £ii-st. po:i.nt ··to be ·made ooricern8. the coritirmation or ·nonconfirma-

tion of the· several predictions o'lltlihed.preViously •. It_ should.· be appar-

ent that our ·hopes or finding one ?r }he other approach, autism or emphasis, 
. . . . . 

correct in all its predictions, was not rlllfilled. This is not to say 

that neither or even both.of the·approaches cannot encompass the present 

results within their theoretical. frameworks, only that the data do not 

unequivocally support either ''model theory." 

In one sense this is unfortunate. It would have been satisfying to 

have been able . to state unhesitatingly that Theoey A made predictions ! 

and b while Theory C ma.de predictions c and d and the results disclosed - - -
that _the results were !. and :2_. This could have been described in a 

stra1ght£orward and concise manner, without recourse to post-hoc ration-

alization. 

Yet, sections of the present pa.per have alluded to n sources of 

variable error that did not bias the results in terms of the hypotheses 

investigated." Such items as the dominance or the Ma alternative and 

antipathy towards the Devil fall into this category. Probably a more 

important source· is suggested by the data from Ss changing their re-

sponses to the ambiguous figure. We may only speculate on the number of 

Sa who first perceived the ambiguous card as a winning figure, but because 

of guilt feelings about winning, preferred to report the losing figure 

i£ they were at all unsure about its identity. 



All these.facl;,ors ·rm.lat be considered in evaluating the results. It 

might be added' that their' effect is largely that 6£ in.creasing the like-

lihood of our committing aTJ1'pe Two Error, i~.e •. , speaking of ''no effect" 

when an efi'ect· actually is 'present in the population. Unfortunately, the 
. ' 

solution to this ·dilemma ·1a "riot to accept ~ower levels of significance . 
. '. 

in the heha'V'ioral sciences. Anyone having wor~ed with small samples is 

ta.miliar .with the tremendous variability of even. successive random samples 

from the same finite population, · The present study hoped to avoid some. 
' . 

of these .factors by employing a relatively large number of Ss in each 

condition. Nonetheles~ the reader can ~till legitimately inquire,, e.g., 

whether the eff eot · in the P~N condition would have been significant if' 

we had doubled our sample. We hope to deal with this point later on. 

The results .from the R-N condition were significant and in the 

direction predioted by both approaches. It oan be concluded that when 
. " 

one aspect ot an equivocal figure is rewarding (one gains· quarters, when 

he perceives it) and the other aspect is neutral~ the rewarding aspect 

is more likely to be reported. There .. are several qualifications that 

must tenq:>er this conclusion. First' the aspects must be relatively 

"balancedtt in terms of figural goodness, emoti6nal loading, etc. In the 

Ma-Louise .figure, for example• a greater proportion of Ss reported the 

figure as Ma. in the R•NJ. condition than reported the rewarding aspect. 
~! 

Secondly, .the "rewarding" nature of a figure derives from its con-

text in a total ai tuation of rsintorc~ments, · interpretations, and inter-

. personal relations. The result~ f~om EXperiments II and III do not dis-

close a preponderance of rewarding responses and should indicate that S's 

involvement in the game procedure is of considerable importance in 
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determining .whether _or-not a. .quarter i1ill actually constitute a "reward." 

'. : The reaults £rom·'the .P~N :Condition -leave .much to be desiredo .One 

point ~s, olea.:t't they ~were not. statistically reliable with an N ·or over: 

100~ It call; be rioted _that -E had not. originally intended to test: a sample 

as large a$· th~s. : When 70 Ss. had been ·tested,,'. the data were· analyzed -and 

the results in'. this condition were found to be suggestive rather than . 

significant• Hence it was thought proper to teat 30 addition~ Ss to see 

whether the &i.£.f'~ence voUld:either disappear or attain reliability. As 

matters turned ,out~ neither· of these possibilities occurred. The differ-

ence remained unreliable but intriguirig-. -Yet ·m-·N of' 100 did seem a. '· -

logical pla.c~ to st~p if_ one did not want to. devote his lite to testing 

subjects in ·this condition. Nonetheless,_ the difference did seem large 

enough to warrant testing· some additional Ss in what might be thought of 

a.a stronger reintoroement conditions• These· culminated in Experiments 

II. and III where, in ~the first case, S was :f'a.ced uith the possibility or 
losing ,the money she had prev.iousl~ won; and 1.n the second case, where 

criticism was_ added to the monetary loss, when a losing figure appeared. 

Neither change waa succeaetul in.increasing the significance of<the dif-

ference in, the P-N condition • 

. We are compelled- to conclude that -:the particular punishment used in 

the experiment did not.produce a.significant enhancement of the various 

associated perceptual. alternatives. Because of time limitations it was 

impossible to sample the· entire_ range of rewards and punishments. Eh.-peri-

ments II and III were a.ttenpts in this direction. However, they were un-

successful_ in increasing the punishments to .the extent of producing a 

significant enhancement of the associated perceptual alternative. 
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The re81.U.ts !£.!. clear 'in demonst!'atllig that :i.ri the. particular P-N . 

condition, s does ~ .·sigriificantiy· ·peroei ve: the, non-punished · (neutral) 

al terna.ti ve. , He dc>ea · rio'ti" n1ook: a.wa.yrr :trom. the , il.npl.easan t aspect · in· such 

a situation. Thia ooncilusion has valuf!{ in its own right,, whether· or not 

there was a. significant enhancement of· the punishing ~igure.. Our results 

(in the p .... i; o'<5n0:ttiori): do 116t d5.;rf er reliably frorit the hypothetical re-

sults that wouia·1ndicate signi.ticfarit enhancement or the punishing .fig• 

ure. ·Yet they~ d.i.ffer significantly from the resu1ts that would be 

necessary to denote· a Significant· ·enhancement or the neutral figure., 

·The r.esulta· in theR~P conditicin·e.re· s:tgnif'icant· and at f"irat gla.'l'.loe 

support the· pl'ed.iotions of the need..;aa.tiaf a.ction· theory. on the basis 

o! the results from this· condition,' as well as those found in the Jackson 

(1') and Snyder ·and Sriyder (53} experiments, it can be concluded that 

when a. rewarding'' figure· is pail:'ed with a. puni$hing .figure in an equivocal 

£igu.re ... ground situation,, the rewarding aspect will more likely be per-

ceived. ·This is quite a meaningful conclusion but one that must always 

be qualified in terms of the particular reinforcements used. Had our . 

punislunent been very strong and Qur reward vei~y weak, 1.;e doubt whether 

theae results would have been obtained. This point leads us to the ex-

planation an adherent of the emphasis approach might· use. It was mentioned 

previously that Jtem_pha.sis" or· ttenhancement"· are· not· all-or-none affairs. 

There a.re degrees.of ·enhancementJ a strong reinforcement will emphasize 

a stimulus more than Will ·a. :weak reinforcement. Hence the·intensitz o£ 

·hhe rein.f orcement is oi' great reJ.evanoe. · ·. In ·the. present study this dimen-

sion can be gauged from the relative effects of· the reward and the punish-

ment in the R-1~ and P-N conditions. That is1 in Conditions 1. and 21 we 
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had found a sigm.ridarit .. en.hancement resulting from the reward but not 

from the punishment~ Ori the basis 0£ only this knowledge an emphasis 

hypothesis woUld pr.edict· that; the . reward being the greater· emphasizer 

ot the two, the rewardirig alternative woUld dotninate iil the R-P condition. 

To be even more precise, orie would predict that the ratio of rewarding ·, 

to punishing responses in the ·a.:.:.p condition should be equal of the pro-

portion of rel1arding to. neutral.. responses in the R-N· ·condition .2!2£ the 

p~oportion 0£ punislrl.ng to· neutral responsea··in the p;...N condition~ This 

formula.,_ and the wq in which the results from Conditions lj 2,, and 3 

fit the model,,. are Shown below. 
Ratio of rewarding to punishing 
responses in R-P condition 

31 
Ib 

• Proportion.of rewarding.to neutral 
responses in R•N condition 
Proportion ot pumlshfug to neutral 
responses in P-N condition 

.65 
~ 

It can be seen that the resu.l ts in the R-P condition are in the direc-

tion predicted by the model although there is a 1arge difference in the 

magnitude of the two ratios. Yet lest we become over-involved in the 

mechanics of a theory of !\motions 1 let it suffice to say that the above 

.formula is chiefly or heuris~ie value and has no claims to empirical vali-

dation. .Also, such formulae may serve to obscure some il'llportant theo-

retical. considerations. The punishing value 0£ a stimulus may ·be one in· 

tensity when paired with a. neutral stimulus and another When paired with 

a.rewarding stimulus (and~ ·of course, a third intensity when ··paired ·with 

a more punishing stimulus). Or conversely, a reward may be more ·rewarding 

when paired with a punishing :stimulus than with a. neutral stiinulus. · 

Considering the results from all three· reinforcement conditions, our 
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results . are consistent . with. an· ·asymmetrical u ~Curve theory of pleasant-

ness.-unpleasantness., · ··-Mani· workers have used ·such a concept; Murphyt s 

recent ;articl.e O>J' brings ,it. into the area :of. perceptual learning• .It 

has some . ot its roots· in studies dealing· with the. 'recall or pleasant ·and. ,. 

unpleasant experiences. , The cu.rVe shows 'that both pleasant and unpleasant 

experiences are ·recalled more frequentli .'than neutral experiences, but .. 

pleasant ··predomib.8.te over ·unpleasant •. , : , 

our re8ults £it ·this· quite nicely~ With positive reinf'orcement,, we 

.f'ound a significant enhancement· of the· associated stimu.lusJ _with ·negative 

reinforcement we t ound enhancement 1 but riot as marked· as with the use o:r 

rewards. Our ef.forts to increase·the severity.of the unpleasantness were 

not successful ... Ex:amination of the relative· influence of our rewards and 

punishments showed the greater efi'icacy of the rewards over the punish-

manta. ·,, 

.Even.more graphic support for this U•curve model· comes ·.from the tables 

showing the ·figure remembered most vividly.; Here we saw a significant 

difference between the· rewarding .-and. the· neutral figures, but only a 

·alight difference between the punishing and the neutral figures. 

B. Other- Differences · 

It is our feeling 'that the data relating to the consistency of' the 

effect from one performance to another are· of'· the utmost importance for. 

· understanding the itnplic~tions · o,t: the rf3sults in the various conditions. 

The consistency data were. plenti.ful and consistent, gathered :in at least 

four independent· investigations. All disclosed .a complete lack of any 

relationship between S's performance in· one situation and his per.tor.ma.nee 

in another similar situation with similar reinforcements._,_ 
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, .. ,we prefer·ifo .. he 'chwenged-·by this.resUlt.·rather than discouraged. 

We £eel that .tbi·s -tell·s u·s a great dear·a.bout the nature of, the variables 

that ·we are.deiling· With.; First} it de£iriitely rules out a "people who" 

iriterpretatiofr· or:··the preamit data~ ···This approach,· speaking in terms of 

"people who are ·autistic'' ·an.a.·· ttp'eople· Wiio are rion~autistio" was described 

previously. :An adherent might posit that the 65% vs. 35% division in· the 

R•N condition·wa.s· areflectiono£a population composed of 6$% "autism 

prone ·ss"· arid .3S% '.t•a:U.ti's.in•negative ss. J1 · This would certainly be a valid 

contention if the con.siatency data were not· available.· These tables re-

veal that Ss ''a.uti'sm pr0nen in one situation are equally likely to become 

"autism.nega.tiven irt an· al.niost identiciL- situation• Hence,, it ia di££i .. · 

cult to see how a charaaterological or trait approach can be used to · 

explain the R-N, P•N, ·and R~P ~ata. ·, Logically, i£ one were to speak in 

terms. ot a personal~ty typology., the typology should be of some predictive 

value in situations identical with those it is based on. ·If it has no 

predictive.value in such cs.eesJ ·it, adds nothing to the data to coin a 

special name-.£or a specific· behavior. i It is more parsimonious simply to 

describe the perf'orn-iance and speak iri .terms of ·what Coutu· (7) calls 

Tinsits (tendencies.in•situations) rather-than general tendencies.· Our 

results certa:l.nly do not support the notion of a general tendency of 

a.utiatio'perception that pervades ·all of the individual.' s activities. In 

fact our data would elniost lead us to a. view of statistical rather than. 

individual prediction. , On the basis oi' our results we are able to say 

that if 100 Sa a.re tested in a similar need-perception experiment, the 

odds are in favor, of somewhere' around 65% perceiving the rewarding ai.;.. 

ternative in ah R-N condition. · Our hope of predicting the performance of 
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any given individual would be rather low.·, The consistency tables indi~ 

cate that knowing related performances· is of little or. no: assistance.: 

The· only (albeit slight}. suggestion of some covariation was the'. table "· 

comparing· Sts .vividness: ra11kingswith his performance in the R-Ncondi-+: 

tion. ·.Yet, if. Sst performances in two R-N pondii~iona are unrelated, ·the 

predietiv:e value of the repressor-non~rapressor typology cann~t.ba overly 
high. ' 

, .At this point it is necessary to cite the findings or at least two 

other investigators who have published data on this problem. ·Rock and . 

Fleak (45) j<in their .repetition of the .Schafer-Murphy study,,. found no .. 

relationship between Ssf per£onnanoe of the AB pair 0£ f'aces: and his per• 

f"orma.nce on the CD pair .•. In fact, they .t"elt they £ound a. significant 

movement in the rewarded direction on one pair and a. significant movement 

in the negative direction in the other pair. (However, they applied a 

Chi square test to the total number or responses in eaoh direction which 

is statistically unjust:tfia.ble if one hopes to generalize to individuals. 

The responses of any one given indi vi.dual are not independent of orie 

snother, especially in·an experiment involving ambiguous figures.) 

Jackson (15) 1 in repeating the Schaf er-Murphy study, ~ fin~ a sig-

nificant correlation between Sa' per.:tor:mance (reporti.."l.g either the. re-

warded or the punished !ace). on the. AB pair and ·his performance. on ·the 

CD pair. ; Although the nUt"nber or Sa tested. t-tas smallJ the reliability, of 

his consistency finding is high. It should be added that . Jackson also 

repeated the Rock and Fleck study (wt.deb had differed slightly frQm· the 

original Schafer-Murphy study) but did not report any data relating to 

the consistency of S's performance. 
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·In· esserica··then,,.. the problem of corisistency or.·perforniance must await 

further·: clarification.: , 0ur· data- are, rather conClusive that· no· such con-

sisteney is" .round when. small. monetary rewards· are "used with our particular 

axnbigu6us· .figures· (or:;w:i.th Ayllon• a· tactual· figures). ~This· should ·!!E1· be 

taken to -mean that. we· reject: the view ·that there "are" autism-prone and . 

punishment-prone ss. It.means only that we: should not el:pect to find.· 

evidence· of, this in designs Similar to -the one we used •. Very probably 

the anawer' is that our performances wer.e peripheral to the s•s ego, to 

his systems or personal and social values •. ·we ·were dealing with· unimport-

ant-or trivial reinforcing agents in rather esoteric stimulus situations. 

Coutu (8h in cC:mnnenting on the Ayllon~Sommer study noted that, "it was· of 

the type that is,, by design, aa far removed from the behavioral fields of 
'~ 

man• s natural...,. habitat as a. bright investigator can make them. n He ·also 

mentioned. that' 11I have never once been in a situation or .field even re-

motelt comparabla to that of your studies, .ai1d your subjects· 1-r1-1l never 

again be in·:aueh a field either~n Although these connnents ·relate pri• 

marily to the practical inipo:rtanoe or p:redicti ve value of the study, thEW" 

underscore· the point that our situations may have been experienced as 

rather unusual and esoteric by our Ss. Under those circumstances, it is· 

hardly surpl"ising that our rewards were unable to arouse ego-attitudes. 

Even E's ·use of approbation as a. negative reinforcement was inef!ective. 

Had this been ·applied in a meaningful social situation vhich S would· enter 

with ready•made social values,, the results might have been quite different. 

To be criticized by a atra.'1.ger 1.n a dimly-lit room while looldng into a 

wooden box1 -at cartoon figures while one is given quarters, is probably 

experienced as more bizarre than unpleasant. 
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The essential point . is not that au.ch laboratory research is 0£ 

little value, bU.t a point that Sherif' (50) had made repeatedly; if' there 

is to be consistency in behavior, there must be ego•involvement. It is 

our feeling that our rewards . were too tri via1 to arouse nm ch ego involve-

ment-. othendse.; we might have expected to £ind at least some relation~ 

ship between St s re.ting o£ his interest in winning the quarters and his 

performance in the task. This paucity of relationships does have some 

important implications for us4. First, it warns that it would not be 

fruitful to search for personality correlates of particular performances 

in our tasks-~ It the variable under consideration is so shy that, once 

seen, it makes no appearance ten minutes later in an al.most identical I 

situation; .we can hope for few significant personality relationships. 

(It should be noted that this is in no sense antithetical to. our belief 

in an approach favoring the use ot only one response per stimulus figure. 

The performances involved in the consistency tables are independent of 

one anothers i.e.> reporting Rufus on the tactual faces is independent 

of reporting Sailor 1 etc. On the other hand, subsequent reports of 

perception of an ambiguous figure are overwhelmingly affected by the 

first reporl of perception.} 

Secondly, this lack of consistency highlights the need for the use 

of more meaningful and important reinforcements. It would be surprising 

if no consistency in perf9rmanoe were found under these circumstances. 
On a heuristic note, the use of electric shock might not answer the call 

for a more meaningful reinforcement., but it certainly is capable of 

arousing many ego-attitudes. On a dynamic level one can think in terms 

of shock as a physical threat to the individual ts person, as an intrusion 
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into his' b'ody, ·ol:- as attribii.ted.to the sadistic impu1ses 0£ the examiner. 

Tomkins ·(60) has cl.eacribed ~these experiential.·atatea graphically. 

· ,. 'The l'ack er: relati6nship''b'etween the inte:rvie'W items and Sa' perform-

ance is disappointing.:. Wei·had ·hoped )to demonstrate that s's motivation 
I 

in the task is 0£· primary importance in: determining ·,his percepts; i~a. ~ 

Ss checkirig· tha:t: they· war·a ''extremely interested" in winning qtiarters 

would perceive ·more wihning figures than' Ss who· checked that they were 

only •slightly interested. u No stich relationships and even £ew trends 

or suggestions· 0£ trends···coUld ,be discerned. · · ss• self-ratings proved to 

be 0£ no predictive value. It was· E's impression that the same can be 

said for st s verbalizations or manifestations· or involvement in the ·pro-

cedure• Many Ss ·whom he would have considered extremSly motivated1 .from 
',, 

their spontaneous coniments wb.en a winning figure ·appeared in the tachis-

toacope i would· 1,eport'. the losing figure during· the ambiguous trial and 

also check : "moderately pleased when a winning figure appeared in the 

viewer,n Itcanbe.a.dded·that it would have been exceedingly difficult 

to rate the motivation of most Ss during the session. The original 

project· outline' had included provisions for such ratings, but after a 

few testing sessions with silent Ss, E found himself assigning the rating 

"moderately interested rt whenever he felt unsure. llence these ratings of 

motivation were abandoned early in the study. 

This was also the ·course ot ·action followed· by Ayllon when he used 

quarters as rewards.· He found that it was inordinately difficult to 

gauge their importance to s, so he restricted himsel:r to S's self-ratings 

which unfortunately were as of little predioti ve value ·as the ratings in 

the present studyo} Possibly these Sa were not sophisticated enough for 
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the ·interview items, or uiiWilli.ng ·to adinit' that they were actually moti·-

va.t'ed to: win the qu:artera·~ ···tn: ari:i "case, :the t'ables "St.Umnarizing the re-. 

sults from the :interview items >were included primarily to demonstrate 

that no relationships ()f any sort were. obtained..; « ·Probably' some or the . 
! 

'· ... i items could. have 'beeii. iJnPraved~· Wayne ·Holtzman.,· after the: study-. was .. 

completedj suggested that Items ·I,· 2~ ·and ·3 might better have been ·phrased 

iri terms ·o:f how s.·felt when "Ma· appeared in the vieW'er.J" or "Louise"·,· 

rather than· the 'definitely' loaded items 'that inquired how S f'elt when 

'*a Winning· figure· appeared in. the Viewer. u . Especially in ·the cases or · 
Ss who were ·negative towards the De\til despite ·its being a qinning .figure., 

the more. 1 specific question might have produced more accurate reflections 

of s• s experience· than simply using ·the general phrases "winning figure'' 

and »losing 'figure." In the ·same way that no one lioul.d admit harboring· 

a desire to shoot Santa Claus,. no one· should. rate hims.elf displeased 

when a winrtlng figure appeared, or pleased 'When a losing figure was shown. 

Yet, because of our emotionally-toned figures, it is no·t at all unlikely 

that ··some Ss -actually experienced these £eelings• 

In retrospect, our central problem was the investigation o:t the rela-

tive effects o£ three reinforcement conditions on the perception of cer-

tain mnbigu.oua figures. Our results 1 which at first seemed to tit none 

o£ the approaches Whose predictions we adumbrated, are moat consistent · 

with an asymmetrical u-curve theory of pleasantness-unpleasantness, which 

neither approaehwculd have rejected. A paradox? ·Possibly, but it seems 

more a case of each approach being better suited for a particular range 

of data. Adherents of the autism approach would not deny the· "stamping 

in•• of traumatic events, nor can· the enq:>haais workers deny· the· plethora 
' 
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of studies <:Iemonstrating the superiority.of rewards over punishments :in 
[' ' ; . ·: : . ;_ .. , '.·, . \ '. . 

terms. of influencing learning;,. memory, . etc.: :Postman (40~ -iti his 1-cypothesis 

theory_speaks or th(!) greater st~ength,of,hypotheses deal.ingwith instru-
. . ( ' . . ;, ' .' . ' . . ' . . ~ . . i ' . . ' . ,, 

.mental acts or __ events. , Many years be.fore this,,, Thorndike (57) had shom 
:,. '. , •. . : ' ·,· ... '' . . : •. I. ' . 

the superiority of giving money over. taking it. e:wa:y in terms of. influenc-
1 ' '. • • • - ' .. ') ' ' - > ' 

ing behavior. Our data· then, .. shou1d not displease too many people. Even 
; ' . - . ' ' 

those.who hold that figure-ground.perception is not.influenced by rein-
, \ ' • r ' " \ ' '· • ( - .• • ' 

torce~ents could. claim that we were dealing with interpreta.ti011 rather 

:th~ perception.- We are ·happy to leav~ ~hem this. alternative (aware that 

"interpretation of a stinru.lusn is our definition of perception). 



· . : Chapter VI -

· · SUlnmBry' and Conclusions . 

The. present study was designed to assess· the relative predictive 

value ot two. "model" .theories ·in three reinforcement conditions. The 

first ap~roach, bases its predictions mti:inly on the .concept or autism, 

or in the movement of _the cognitive processes in the direction of· need-. . 

satis.taotion. In 11purett £orm1 it predicts perceptual enhancement ot 

rewarded objects and de-emphasis ot non-rewarded objects, or as some 

prefer to phrase it., movement 0£ the perceptual processes toward pleasant-
. . . 

ness and awq from unpleasantness. 
. I . . . . : ... 
The ·second approach,, which has been termed the emphasis position., 

predicts the perceptual enhancement or items associated with any source -, -...., 
' . 

of affect, regard.less of whether the affect is positive or negative. 

Items associated with· both .pleasant and unpleasant stimuli will receive 

greater emphasis than items associated with neutral stimuli. 

Utilizing two sets of viaual ambiguous figures, each one perlnitting 
.• 

the immediate perception of only£!!.!. of the two possible perceptual alterna-

tives, the study was des,igiled to investigate the aspects perceived when: 

a) One aspect is rewarding, the other neutral. 

b) One aspect is punishing, the other neutral. 

c) One aspect is rewarding, the other punishing. 

Model autism theory woul.d predict that in (a) the rewarding aspect will 

be perceived1 in (b) the neutral, and in (c) the rewarding. 

Emphasis theory would predict, that in (a) the rew~ding aspect will 

be peroei ved, in (b) the punishing, and in (c) approximately equal number 



ot responses to each alternative providing the relative. strength of the 

positive arid negative reinforcements are ·equil. 

The study also .hop.ad. to retium to the tttraditional.0 concept of autism 
. . '. . . 

in that the a.a'nbiguous i'igures were presented during the reinforcement 

series. That is, they possessed objective reward and punishment value; 

rather than simply having been reinforced in. the past~ . Hence the use 0£ 

the terms "rewarding figure, u··· "punishing figure« rather than· the past. 

tenses· ttrewa.rded figure,'* and npunished .figure." Another methodological 

departure .from n1ost need-perception research was that S gave only one 

response to each a.mbiguoils figure. Reasons £or this were outlined in 

detail and were primarily matters of validity or relevance, e.g. the con-

tamination of . subsequent responses by the first response. Also the 2l11-

'-.., 

bigu.ous !igrires were presented unexpectedly, when S was expecting the , 

training (non•rever.sible) figures. 

The reinforcements were quarters .given and taken away in a somewhat 

ego~involving game situation. B waa instructed to chose numbers in the 

hope · of discovering the number on· which a particular ambiguous .t'igure 

(his winning figure) was placed. Also S understood that he was to try 

to avoid calling the number on which another ambiguous i'igure ·(his losin.g 

figure) wa.a placed. A counterbalancing was employed so that each of the 

four ambiguous figures. (two sets. ot two .figures) was presented in every 

reinforcement Qondi tion with ·every other . figure. 

After the. sassion, S t-ras given a prepared interview covering his in-

terest in winning the quarters, figure remembered most vividly, etc. 

There were 80 . .female and 72 male students tested (individually) in EX'peri-

ment One. Some of these had also been used in other need-perception· studies 



so comparison data was· available which per.rr.itted investigation of· indi-

vidual·· consistency in per£ormance ~ 

The principal results of :the· study were as follows:··· 

When one aspect was rewarding and. the other neutral, the retiarding 

aspect :was· sighificantly· perceived.~·. 

'When: one. aspect· was puirl.shing: and the other neutral~ there was a 

(non•aignifioant) trend to·· perceive· the pppishing aspect~ 

When one aspect 11as rewarding and the other punishing,, the re-wardin~ 

aspect lvas signiticantly perceived. 

; These firidings paralleled· the results· .from the· data secured when,, 

after .the session;· Ss were asked 11which figure do you remember, most· vividly 

•• •which ne:Xt ... which next ••• which next~" The data disclosed that the re-

warding ~~ct· was remembered significantly more vividly than either. the 

pu11ishing or neutral aspects, but. there was only a slight dif£ erence be-

tween the punishing and neutral. aspects •. 

.. . ' AS· the results in the punishing vs. neutral condition vrere suggestive 

but, not significant,· it was 'thought in order to fa~st some additional Ss 

u&ng stronger negative reinforcements. In Experiment Two' 11: additi~nal 

Ss·. from the same general·popula.tiori were tested in 'the previous. 'procedure 

but were told:.they .. might lose some· of the money they had won in a ''warm-

upu. procedure. The results showed no :increase in the munber. of punishing 

responses.· Later,, in Erperl.ment Three,. 30 additional Ss from the same 

general, population were tested adding approbation to. the monetary loss 

when: a losing figure was shown. The. results again disclosed· a. trend towards 

emphasizing the punishing figure but it fell short· of significance. The 

implications of these results for the two approaches were discussed in 
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detail. ,They seemed quite 'consistent with the view of _a.Tl ~asymmetrical, 

u-:curve ,theory of, pleasantness-unpleasantness, i.e. both pleasantness and 

unpleasantness can enhance stimuli,, blt with' equal :L11iiensities of affect 

pleasantness ,mll ·have the greater effectp 

In terms of understanding both the nature or. the . above results and 

the particular pertormance involved,, the data dealing 'With the. consistency 

of the effect are quite relevant. In brief' i no consiste.i.--i~z was found 

whe.ll our data were compared with data. secured in several investigations. 

This seems to -infirm a ''people whon interpretation o£ the present results, 

i.e. speaking in terms of "autism prone". and. "autism negative" Ss. It 

also suggests that our tteinforcements and stimulus situations were rather 

peripheral to ,$1.s ego-attitudes. 

, There ~ere -no. significant relationships between perceptual performance 

and st s self •ratings of interest in winning, finding a system for the num-

bers 1 etc~ There were· no- sigI11fioant sex. differences under any or the re• 

in.forcement conditions. , However1 · female Sa reported significantly i'er1er 

Devil i'igures than male ss .. 
· When the. data- £ron1 Ss asking. the_ identity of the ambiguous figure were 

analyzed, they disclosed proportionately f'e-w-est queries in the neutral vs. 

neutral. condition and most in the reward vs.,. punishment condition. 

When the data from Ss erasing or otherwise altering their responses 

to the. a.rnb;i.guous figure were e1rand.ned, they a."'towed that a significant 

proportion initially had written. a more rewarding figure than the one. they 

ultimately changed it to. This was taken t,o :indicate the·•'forking of' some 

form of reality-01·iented process that compensated for S's desire to per-

ceive in line with his wishes. 
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; . :. . ·Postscript· · 

, ·After ·the ·thesis had be.en written,, · tha :writer came across a paper· 

by Rigby 'and :Rigby1 in Whicli letters were associated 1dth positive, nega-

tive, and ·neutral ·value (through use of ·a 11dice game" in. which the letters 

on the die· were assigned +5 1 ' ~t-2~ o, 01' -3 values)• The authors were in-

terested ill the 'influence of these ·reinforcement conditions upon rocog- . 

nition ,thresholds of the lettere. .!t was found that· only the positive 

value exerted a· ·significant ef.f ect (in lowering threshold) while the 

negative-value condition, although showing lorre::c• thresholds than the 

neutra.l•value condition, did:not·differ significantly £roni either the 

positive.,..value or neutral-value conditions. The authors:concluded "The 

result.a indicate that<posi tive :rei?\..forcement exerts an influence over 
'~ . ' ' .· ~ ' ' , and above that 0£ frequency alo~e, but do not show that negative rein-

!orceme.nt has such ·ml et.fectn '(p"34). 

Although ·the matrix of :the study (tlutesholds), ret-rards ·(cognitive 

only), and type of set (passive autimn) di££er from those used in the 

present study, it is interesting to note that tha result~ parallel ours. 

Positive value was. f'ound to .:produce a sigriificant .. effect when compared · 

-with ·neutral vslue, while :negative value produced ·a· slight ·but insig-

nificant e.ff eat when coinpared 'td th neutral value. 

·~igby,· w. K. & Rigby, Marily.n JC. Reinforcement and ·rreqUency as· 
factors in tacbistoscopic thresholds. Perceptual. and Motor. Skills, 19.56, 
6, 29-JS. ; ·. . . · 



N 

9 

9 

11 

9 
9 / 

12 

12 

ll 

12 

153 

128. 

Summary of Re8ponses iri &.ch Reinforcement Condition (Exp. I) 

Rewarding 
figure 

s 
s 
D 

D 

M 

L 

M 

L 

s 
D 

M 

L 

Punishing 
figure 

M 

L 

M 

L 

s 
s 
D 

D 

D 

s 
L 

M 

Number or Ss reporting: , 
Sailor , Devil Ma Louise 

6 

17 
8 

5 
4 
5 
4 
3 

7 

4 
4 
6 

J 

7 

18 

4 
5 
6 

5 
6 

5 
8 

7 

6 

6 

8 

15 
5 
6 

8 

7 

4 
8 

1 
10 

6 

3 
13 
9 

4 
3 

3 

2 

' 4 
4 
l 

6 

*contains data from both .first and second group ot Sa. other con-
ditions only contain data from. second group of Ss. 



.Figures 
Rein£o:rced 

S+ M-. 

S+ L-

D+ M~ 

D+ t .. 

M+ s .. 
L+ s .. 
M+ D-

L+ D-

S+ M-

S+ L-

Responses to Vividhess.Items: 
···~* ·o:r · Rankof · · 

Figures 
Reported 

DM 

D L 

DM 

DM 

DL 

DL 

SM 

SM 

SM 

DM 

M 

Winning Losing 
f;tgure 'figure 

4 
1 

2 

l 

' l~ 

l 

l 

2 

2 

4 
4 

2 

2 

l 

3 
2 

2 

2 

4 
4 
3 

l 
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Responses, '.to* 
QUestionna;tr~< 

Item 1 

M 

v 
M 

M 

M 

M 

v 
M 

M 

M 

v 

Item ~ 

M 

M 

M 

s 
s 
s 
M 

N 

M 

v 
s 

* V - very, M •moderately, S. slightly, N - not.at all (pleased or dis-
pleased). 
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Raw, Data·. From Ss in · E:cperimerit · Three 

' .. ' ... 

Responses to Vi vi.dness Items: Respons.es to* 
. 'R&nk ot Rank Of QUestionnai.ra 

Figures Figures Wimrl.n .. Lo's:llig . g 
Item l Item 2 Reinf oroed Reported figure f'igilre 

D+ L· . s·L l 4 11 M 
D+ M• DM 2 l s s 
S+ L ... DL 2 4 M M 
S+ t. SM 2 4 M s 
S+ L ... DL 2 l s M 
S+ L ... SM 4 3 s s 
D+ M..,. DL 4 3 M N 
D+ M• SL l 4 M M 
D+ M~ DL i ) M s 
D+ M- DM 1 2 M s 
S+ L• SL 2 3 M s 
S+ L· DL l 3 s M 
S+ L. DL 2 4 v s 
S+ L· DM 2 3 M ·M 
S+ L- DL l 4 v B 
S+ L- DM l 2 v s 
D+ M-. SM 2 3 M s 
D+ M- SM l 2 s M 
D+ M- n·M 2· 3 M s 
D+ M- DM 2 l M N 
D+ M· DM 2 l E E 
S+ M· DM 3 l M s 
D+ L- SM l 3 v v 
D+ L• SM 2 .3 v s 
D+ L .. SM l 3 M s 
S+ M· DM 2 3 s N 
S+ M· DM 2 l. v s 
s+ M· D - 2 4. M M 
s+·M ... SM l 2 M s 
D+ L• DM l 4 M s 
D+ L- SM l 2 v s 

* E • extremely, V - very, M - moderately, S - slightly, N - not at all 
· (p~eased or displeased). 



Name 

l. 

3. 

4. 
$. 

(Score Sheet for Orone w.ith, the Cups} 

---------------------------------
Q - Quarter 
W .... Washer 

131. 



l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

l~. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

(Score Sheet ·ror Ambiguous ·Figure G~'ile) 

I 
. ' I 

'' 

132. 

M .. Ma 
· S ~ Sailor 
L - Louise 
D .- DE?Vil · 



(Interview Quest~onna,:tre) . 

Please ,circl~ the niost'apJ?~opriate answer, to each question. 
. - ' . . . 

1. How did you ·!eel when ·a Winning. figure. appeared in ·the· viewer?· 

Erlremely 
Pleased· 

Very 
Pleased 

Moderately . 
Pleased 

Slightly 
Pleased 

No reeling 
at all 

2. How did you feel when a. losing figure appeared in the viewer? 

Extremely Very 
Displeased Displeased 

Moderately 
Displeased 

Slightly ·Mo feeling 
Displeased at all 

3. How did you feel when a. .figure that you neither won nor lost on appeared 
in the viewer? 

I 

Moderately 
Displeased 

Slightly· . No :feeling. Slightly 
Displeased at all Pleased 

Moderately 
Pleased 

4. · How interested were you in winning the quarters in the game with the 
cards? . 

Extremely Very 
Interested. Interested 

Moderately 
Interested 

Slightly 
Interested 

Not at all 
Interested 

5. How interested were you in trying to find a system r or the numbers in 
the game with the cards? · · 

Extremely 
Interested 

Very 
Interested 

Moderately 
Interested 

Slightly 
Interested 

Not at all 
Interested 

6. · All in all, how strongly would you say you were trying to win in the 
game .~th the cards? , 

Extremely Very. Moderately Slightly Not at all 
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